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Abstract

State Equidistant and Time Non-Equidistant Valuation
of American Call Options Written on Stocks With
Known Dividends
Johan Venemalm

In computational finance, finite differences are a widely used tool in the valuation of
standard derivative contracts. In a lower-dimensional setting, high accuracy and speed
often characterize such methods, which gives them a competitive advantage against
Monte Carlo methods. For option contracts with discontinuous payoff functions,
however,  finite differences encounter problems to maintain the order of
convergence of the employed finite difference scheme. Therefore the timesteps are
often computed in a conservative manner, which might increase the total execution
time of the solver more than necessary.  
    It can be shown that for American call options written on dividend paying stocks, 
it may be optimal to exercise the option right before a dividend is paid out. The result
is that yet another discontinuity is introduced in the solution and the timestep is often
reduced to preserve the intrinsic convergence order. However, it is thought that at
least in theory the optimal length of the timestep is an increasing function of the time
elapsed since the last discontinuity occured. The objective thus becomes that of
finding an explicit method for adjusting the timestep both at the dividend instants and
between dividend instants. Keeping the discretization in space constant leads to a
time non-equidistant finite difference problem. 
    The aim of this thesis is to propose a time non-equidistant numerical finite
difference algorithm for valuation of American call options on stocks with dividends
known in advance. In particular, an explicit formula is proposed for computing
timesteps at the dividend instants and between dividend payments given a
user-specified error tolerance. A portion of the report is also devoted to numerical
stabilization techniques that are applied to maintain the convergence order, including
Rannacher time-marching and mollification.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Många fenomen som uppst̊ar i naturen kan beskrivas väl av partiella differen-
tialekvationer (PDEer). I fysiken är v̊agekvationen antagligen den mest studer-
ade partiella differentialekvationen och det g̊ar inte att understryka nog vilken
betydelse den haft för inte minst teknikens framfart i historien. Den finansiella
matematiken är först̊as inget undantag – där förekommer PDEer i ett stort an-
tal tillämpningar, vilket har gett upphov till att m̊anga ägnat sig åt att studera
hur dessa ekvationer kan lösas p̊a det mest effektiva sättet.

Inom finansiell matematik uppst̊ar ofta en speciell partiell differentialekva-
tion kallad Black-Scholes ekvation som beskriver hur priset för ett finansiellt
derivat ändras över tid och med avseende p̊a värdet av den underliggande
tillg̊angen. Ett finansiellt derivat är ett kontrakt mellan tv̊a parter där det kon-
trakterade värdet beror p̊a hur kontraktet definieras. Idag finns ett obeskrivligt
antal olika finansiella derivat och du har säkert hört talas om n̊agra. Ett slags
derivat som kom att bli kontroversiellt under finanskrisen 2008 är s.k. Credit De-
fault Swaps (CDSs), som i korta drag innebär att man som köpare kan försäkra
sig mot en godtycklig referensentitets eventuella konkurs. Utan att gräva alltför
djupt kan det konstateras att användningen av finansiella derivat har exploderat
de senaste årtiondena, och förutom den avreglering av finansmarknaderna som
USA:s president Ronald Reagan p̊abörjade under 1980-talet var en av huvudan-
ledningarna till den massiva ökningen härledningen av Black-Scholes-ekvationen
som i princip har blivit lika viktig för finansmatematiken som v̊agekvationen
blivit för fysiken.

I en rad av tillämpningar är det dessvärre inte möjligt att lösa Black-Scholes-
ekvationen exakt. Ett exempel p̊a detta är amerikanska köpoptioner skrivna
över en aktie som betalar ut tv̊a eller fler p̊a förhand kända utdelningar under
kontraktets livslängd. Optioner utgör en klass av derivat där köparen innehar
rättigheten att köpa eller sälja den underliggande tillg̊angen (i det här fallet en
aktie) för ett förutbestämt pris ett givet datum (i fallet europeiska optioner),
under ett ändligt antal tidpunkter före och inklusive slutdatumet (som i fal-
let bermudaoptioner) eller när som helst före och inklusive slutdatumet (fallet
amerikanska optioner). Det finns först̊as otaliga varianter av optioner bortsett
fr̊an dessa, men det är huvudsakligen vaniljoptioner (europeiska och amerikan-
ska) som dominerar optionsmarknaderna idag. Detta arbete berör amerikanska
köpoptioner där den underliggande aktien betalar ut utdelningar p̊a diskret ba-
sis. S̊adana kontrakt kan i den generella fallet inte lösas exakt. Det innebär
att man m̊aste förlita sig p̊a beräkningstekniska medel, det vill säga l̊ata datorn
lösa problemet åt en.

En populär metod för att åstadkomma detta är att använda sig av finita dif-
ferenser. Finita differenser skapar ett n-dimensionellt beräkningsnät där varje
punkt ger värdet av den studerade variabeln och där avst̊andet mellan tv̊a punk-
ter i det enklaste fallet bestäms vid initialiseringen av nätet. I v̊art fall har vi
ett tv̊adimensionellt nät, dvs. n = 2, där aktiepriser utgör den ena dimensio-
nen och tiden utgör den andra dimensionen. För att finna en entydig lösning
m̊aste ocks̊a randvillkor och initialvillkor specificeras, vilket i korta drag innebär



att man bestämmer lösningens värden p̊a beräkningsnätets kanter. Genom att
lösa den underliggande ekvationen (i v̊art fall Black-Scholes-ekvationen) över
tid (med start fr̊an kontraktets slutdatum) kan vi erh̊alla lösningen vid tiden d̊a
kontraktet förhandlades.

Ett problem med att använda sig av finita differenser inom finansiell beräkn-
ingsteknik är att den numeriska lösningen ofta inneh̊aller s.k. diskontinuiteter,
dvs. punkter där lösningen inte är definierad rent matematiskt. Det innebär
att noggrannheten i lösningen p̊averkas. För att öka noggrannheten används
ofta sm̊a tidssteg; det senare bestämmer hur stort ”kliv” som ska tas för att
beräkna lösningen vid en i v̊art fall tidigare tidpunkt motsvarande det givna
steget. I industriella tillämpningar används sm̊a tidssteg vilket ökar beräkn-
ingstiden onödigt mycket. Målet med mitt exjobb är att öka dessa tidssteg
mellan tv̊a närliggande diskontinuiteter genom att samtidigt h̊alla nere felet i
lösningen under en förutbestämd niv̊a. Om det är möjligt att öka tidsstegen
tillräckligt mycket utan att överskrida noggrannhetströskeln kommer vi följak-
tligen kunna observera att problemet löses snabbare. Exakt hur tidsstegen ska
väljas b̊ade mellan och vid diskontinuiteterna utgör kärnan i detta exjobb.



”When you think that you can create something out of nothing, it’s very hard
to resist.”
– Lee Hsien Loong, Prime Minister of Singapore (2004 – present)
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1 Introduction

This section gives a brief overview of stock option contracts (part 1.1) and
then introduces the background of the thesis (part 1.2). On basis of the latter
discussion, we will start by discussing options, which are examples of financial
derivatives granting the holder certain sales rights dependent on the particular
contract. In particular, European and American options are described. Part
1.2 then gives an informal problem formulation along with some comments on
challenges associated with the numerical American option pricing problem. Part
1.3 outlines a few assumptions that are made within the scope of this thesis and
part 1.4 gives a brief overview of the topics that are included throughout the
thesis.

1.1 Stock Options

Options are examples of financial instruments belonging to a much broader asset
class called derivatives. An option is a type of financial contract which provides
the owner with the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell an asset at a
pre-determined strike price often at a fixed date in the future1. The keyword
in the previous sentence is the word ’right’. Thus, a holder of an option has
the opportunity or option (hence the name) to decide whether the option shall
be exercised when the contract expires or, if the holder has the right to do so,
earlier provided that it is a financially rational decision. This stands in contrast
to the writer of the option, who must meet a buy order raised by the option
holder. This feature is what distinguishes options from other, rather similar
derivatives such as forward contracts.

Not surprisingly, the benefit of holding an option comes with a cost. This
cost is exactly the cost of the option contract and is called the premium. The
premium can be viewed as the amount of cash which the option writer demands
for providing the holder with the rights stated under the terms of the option
contract. The premium is therefore equal to the option price. Another inter-
pretation of the option price is the amount of risk that is associated with the
actual option. The more expensive the option, the more likely the probability
that the option will be exercised within the contract’s life2. The opposite party,
the counter-party or simply the option writer, is subject to higher risk and this
is reflected in the price.

There are two basic types of options: call (buy) and put (sell) options. Buy
(sell) options give the holder the right to buy (sell) the underlying stock for an
agreed upon price, the strike price. In this thesis, we only concern ourselves
with the case when the underlying is a stock. Standard option contracts can
furthermore be classified into European or American style options. Whilst the
European option can only be exercised at maturity, American options are al-

1Provided that the option is of European style. Options that are exercisable at any time
during the option’s lifespan are called American options (see below).

2Of course, the option holder will only choose to exercise the option when the payoff is
positive from the position of the option holder.
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lowed to be exercised at any time prior to maturity.
In real-world financial markets, a vast flora of options are available for trad-

ing. Many of these options are vanilla style options. European and American
options are examples of vanilla options, but FX and fixed income options also be-
long to the vanilla class. Apart from these standard contracts, another popular
class of actively traded options is the exotic option segment. These options of-
ten have non-standard payoffs (not seldom path dependent), which is why many
of these options can not be valued analytically. By this, we mean that there
is no way to find an explicit formula, which can sound like a major drawback
on paper. However, one of the most attractive features within option pricing
theory is the fact that there exists an exact pricing formula for European calls
and puts. These theoretical (fair) prices can then be combined with market data
to gain information about the term structure of the volatility of the underlying
variable.

Despite this, it is impossible to derive analytical formulas for most option
contracts, which is why almost all options are valued by numerical procedures.
For American call options with two or more stocks paying fixed dividends, this
is the case. However, as will be shown later in the thesis, there exists in fact
an analytical pricing formula for the case when the stock pays one dividend
known as the Roll-Geske-Whaley formula. Hence, we only need to numerically
estimate the error when multiple dividends are paid out during the life of an
option contract.

1.2 Background

In computational finance, finite difference methods are often used to value stan-
dard option contracts3. Finite differences offer the advantage of being fast and
accurate in lower-dimensional problem settings. This stands in sharp contrast
to Monte Carlo methods, which comprise a class of resampling based methods.
Although Monte Carlo methods are based on the law of large numbers, they are
heavily sample size dependent in a lower-dimensional setting and also require
a good random number generator. On the other hand, Monte Carlo methods
provide invaluable ways of pricing financial derivatives when the contract type
is non-trivial. In reverse, finite differences do not scale linearly with the number
of dimensions which is why they are only used for problems of lower dimension-
ality.

Another complication is that finite difference methods typically require in-
creased accuracy in troublesome regions and are therefore often combined with
smoothing techniques to retain the instrinsic convergence order of the employed
finite difference scheme. Even for an American call option, being a standard
vanilla option, the problem of maintaining the convergence order requires spe-
cial treatment due to the presence of discontinuities in the solution.

This thesis addresses the American call option pricing problem when the

3At this point, it should be somehow clear how an option contract works.
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underlying variable is a regular stock option. The problem at hand has been
thoroughly studied in the academic world because the American call option
pricing problem is an example of an optimal stopping problem (we will later
explain the nature of an optimal stopping problem). For starters, an American
call is mathematically equivalent to a European call (this is proved in Section
3.2). The difficulty with American call options on stocks arises first when the
stock pays dividends. For a holder of an American call, a dividend payment
might imply that it is optimal to exercise the option right an infinitesimal frac-
tion of a time instant prior to the dividend payment. From a numerical pricing
point of view, it is straight-forward to take into account the possibility for early
exercise. By doing so, however, a discontinuity is introduced in the numerical
solution that will affect the order of convergence. Work done by Carter and
Giles [8] show that the discontinuity in the payoff function severly affects the
order of convergence of the Crank-Nicolson scheme. To retain the convergence
order one must rely on smoothing techniques which increases the computational
cost of the finite difference solver.

The latter rises the question whether it is possible to speed up the solver
without violating an input-specified error bound. Obviously, we here assume
that an error measure is available and that an appropriate error bound has
been provided by the user. Given an initial timestep and a maximum error tol-
erance, this thesis attempts to find an explicit method of updating the timestep
at each time instant in the option’s time domain.

By definition, such an adaptive solver leads to a non-equidistant grid. Work-
ing with non-equidistant grids increases the computational cost because the ma-
trices that emerge from discretizing the underlying partial differential equation
must be updated every time the timestep is recomputed. Apart from these
adjustments, the main difficulty when working within an adaptive timestep-
ping regime is that the truncation error is directly affected by the length of the
timestep. And, more importantly, if the timestep can be increased, how much
can it be increased without violating a given maximum error tolerance? The
latter is by far the least obvious question to answer.

In this thesis, I propose a methodology for choosing the timestep both at
time instants when dividends ’large enough’ are paid out4 and between dividend
payments. The scalability of this method is evaluated and compared to a ref-
erence case when zero dividends, a single dividend, and two dividends are paid
out, respectively. We also briefly discuss non-uniform finite difference operators
as approximators of higher order derivatives and argue why they are not a good
choice for this particular problem.

1.3 Assumptions

The standard Black-Scholes universe is assumed to hold throughout the thesis.
This means that we do not allow for time dependent parameters within the
model despite empirical evidence that supports the opposite. Following the basic

4It will become clear what ’large enough’ means when we discuss American options.
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Black-Scholes model hence means that we hereafter can assume that interest
rates are constant, that the volatility of the underlying stock is constant, and
that the cost of carry exactly matches the interest rate. Moreover, we make
the assumption that the size and time of each dividend payment is known in
advance. The latter means that we have a deterministic model for incorporating
dividends into the stock price dynamics. On account of the previous discussion,
natural extensions of the present model could thus account for time dependent
interest rates, non-constant volatility, and possibly dividend yield induced early
exercise (this occurs when the cost of carry is much lower than the interest rate).
We will briefly discuss extensions for allowing time dependent volatility in part
4.11.

1.4 Outline

This thesis is outlined as follows. In the second section, we state the standard
Black-Scholes model and derive an advection-diffusion version of the original
Black-Scholes partial differential equation (PDE) that will be the reference PDE
throughout the entire thesis. Then we introduce the escrowed dividend model
and apply the model to the transformed Black-Scholes equation. In Section
3, general theory of American call options is outlined. In particular, we state
the Black-Scholes formulas, prove that a European call reduces to an Ameri-
can call for a stock with no dividend payments, discuss optimal strategies for
treating American calls on dividend paying stocks, give an analytic formula for
an American call written on a stock that pays one dividend during the option’s
lifetime, and generalize the American option pricing problem using the theory of
linear complementarity. Section 4 outlines all the numerical aspects of the prob-
lem. Topics that will be discussed include (in consecutive order) the discretized
advection-diffusion version of the Black-Scholes equation derived in Section 2,
error estimates, the optimal relation between gridsteps, the Rannacher time-
marching technique, linear interpolation, mollification, an accurate estimation
procedure for finding the numerical critical ex-dividend stock price, the trunca-
tion error of the Crank-Nicolson scheme, option theta and higher order option
thetas, time non-equidistant methods, and a minor discussion on possible ex-
tensions of the current working model. In Section 5, the results are presented.
Section 6 interpretates the results and discusses possible extensions that can
be tested in future work. The thesis is concluded in Section 7 and attached
in the end of the report is an appendix in Section 8 and a bibliographic list of
references.
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2 The Black-Scholes Model for Options on Stocks
with Known Dividends

This section starts by briefly reviewing the standard Black-Scholes equation
(Section 2.1). Using the original Black-Scholes partial differential equation, a
transformed version is derived in part 2.2. The resulting PDE will be shown
to be the backward heat equation plus an advection term. In part 2.3 a model
for treating discrete dividends is laid out and applied to the transformed Black-
Scholes equation. The section is closed in part 2.4 by providing an aggregated
equation governing stock price dynamics that is applicable to any number of
dividends.

2.1 The Standard Black-Scholes Partial Differential Equa-
tion

The original Black-Scholes partial differential equation has been known since
1973 when Black, Scholes and Myrton published their first papers [1]. Today,
the equation has appeared in numerous volumes of academic literature and re-
search journals. The derivation of the equation can be found in any elementary
textbook in mathematical finance and is omitted here. For brevity, we limit the
discussion by only stating the equation and introducing appropriate terminol-
ogy. We start by assuming that the underlying stock pays no dividends and is
thus only affected by a deterministic growth factor and a stochastic component.

Let C = C(t, St) := C(t, S) be the value of a contingent claim dependent on
the current time, t, and stock price, St, where we in the following will drop the
stock price subscript in function expressions. Here, C could e.g. be the value of
an American call option contract. Since we will refer to these equations repeat-
edly in the context of an American call option, C is an appropriate variable for
the contract function (although it, for now, could be any derivative claim).

The change in price of the derivative is governed by the Black-Scholes partial
differential equation, which in the most general case is written as

∂C

∂t
+ gS

∂C

∂S
+

1

2
σ2S2 ∂

2C

∂S2
− rC = 0, (2.1)

where g is the cost of carry, r the risk-free interest rate, and σ denotes the
volatility of the underlying. If St is a random variable, the Q dynamics of the
stock price is assumed to follow a geometric Brownian motion according to

dSt = gStdt+ σStdWt, (2.2)

where Wt ∼ N (0, t) is a standard Wiener process. The solution to (2.2) is given
by the well-known formula

St = S0 exp
[(
g − σ2

2

)
t+ σWt

]
, (2.3)

where by definition S0 is the stock price at time t = 0.
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2.2 An Advection-Diffusion Version of the Black-Scholes
Partial Differential Equation

The Black-Scholes partial differential equation (2.1) can be stated in more com-
pact form. A popular transformation is to make an appropriate change of vari-
ables so that the resulting equation reduces to the heat equation. We will choose
our transformation variables in a slightly different way. The final PDE will still
contain a diffusion term but with an additional advection term. The derivation
of this PDE is outlined next. For a thorough derivation the reader should con-
sult Section 8.1 in the appendix section.

Let

V (t, S) = e−rtC(t, S) (2.4)

denote the discounted value of the contract function at time t satisfying the
Black-Scholes partial differential equation (2.1). Inserting V into (2.1) yields

∂V

∂t
+ gS

∂V

∂S
+

1

2
σ2S2 ∂

2V

∂S2
= 0. (2.5)

By simply discounting the original contract function we were able to eliminate
the rV term from the original PDE. Observe that the transformation in (2.4)
is taken with respect to the dependent variable in the original Black-Scholes
PDE; that is, C(t, S). In contrast, the upcoming two transformation will be
with respect to independent variables t and S.

The next step is important but slightly counter-intuitive. Letting the new
variables Fτ := F = F (τ, S), the following substitution is applied5:

{
F = Seg(T−τ),

τ = t.
(2.6)

Before proceeding, a few comments on the cost of carry, g, can be added. The
interpretation of the cost of carry differs depending on the underlying asset; that
is, whether the underlying is e.g. an equity or a commodity. Since we are only
concerned with the case when the underlying is a stock and because the stock
is self-financing at the rate of interest, r, pays no dividends on continuous basis,
and neither involves any storage costs, the cost of carry is simply the interest
rate; i.e. g ≡ r. Another remark is that the new spatial variable, F , is exactly
the value of a forward contract written on the underlying asset at time t = τ .
It thus appears that we are trying to value a contract depending on the forward
price of the underlying asset instead of the plain underlying asset price. The
explanation is that one can always rewrite the solution of a European call or
put option in terms of the forward price of the underlying, since the relation-
ship between the forward price and stock price is exactly the relation stated in

5As with the stock price, the subscript is dropped. It is understood that the forward price
is calculated with respect to time τ .
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(2.6)6 (at least in the risk-neutral world, which the Black-Scholes universe as-
sumes). Another, more important reason is that a space equidistant numerical
grid can be obtained by making yet another change of variables, resulting in
an exponential grid in the stock price domain. From a computational point of
view, non-uniform grid spacing (in space) would lead to a non-linear increase in
computational cost, which is why the substitution is attractive.

Expressing the derivatives ∂V
∂t ,

∂V
∂S ,

∂2V
∂S2 in terms of ∂V

∂τ ,
∂V
∂F ,

∂2V
∂F 2 involves re-

peated application of the chain rule. The resulting partial differential equation
then takes the form

−∂V
∂τ

=
1

2
σ2F 2 ∂

2V

∂F 2
.

In the third and last substitution, we make the change of variables

x = ln
( F
F0

)
,

where F0 is the time-zero forward price of the contract. Computing the remain-

ing derivative ∂2V
∂F 2 yields the final PDE:

− ∂V

∂t
=

1

2
σ2
(∂2V

∂x2
− ∂V

∂x

)
. (2.7)

Observe that (2.7) indeed is the backward heat equation with an added advec-
tion term. This an example of an equation belonging to the family of advection-
diffusion equations. Because of the minus sign, stability of (2.7) is also guaran-
teed. The stability issues that are going to address arise due to discontinuities
in the numerical solution.

Equation (2.7) is in many ways more computationally convenient to work
with than the standard Black-Scholes partial differential equation. This is be-
cause any coefficients involving independent variables are gone. The implication
is that a discretized version of (2.7) leads to uniform grid spacing in the space
domain. As long as the volatility in the Geometric Brownian Motion remains
constant, the matrix structures do not need to be updated7.

2.3 The Escrowed Dividend Model

Dividends can be modeled differently depending on the dynamics of the divi-
dends and, of course, the preferred choice of modeling. In the case when the
stock pays continuous dividends the original Black-Scholes equation can be mod-
ified by substituting the term gs∂V∂s for (r− q)s∂V∂s , where g ≡ r− q and q is the

6In fact, the solution to the Black-Scholes equation for a European call or put option is
generalized in terms of the forward price and cost of carry.

7When the volatility is a function of time and the current stock price, the matrices resulting
from discretization must be updated at each timestep. The latter is also the case when the
timestep changes. Hence, the cost arising from recomputing the ingoing matrices as a result
of changing the timestep comes ’for free’ when a local volatility model is used to describe the
stochastics of the volatility. This is highlighted in part 4.11.
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continuously compounded dividend yield8. However, when the dividends are
known in advance, the simpliest way of incorporating dividends into the model
is to split the total stock price into one stochastic part and one deterministic
part. This model is known as the escrowed dividend model. If Sσ,t denotes the
stochastic component of the total stock price (where the subscript σ signifies
that it is the stochastic part of the stock price that is referred to) and Dt denotes
the deterministic part of the total stock price, respectively, the total stock price
can be written as

St = Sσ,t +Dt. (2.8)

The stochastic component, Sσ,t, solves the original Black-Scholes PDE (2.1) and
has the property that the initial stock price is reduced by the discounted value of
all dividends occuring during the remaining life of the contract. Mathematically,
in the presence of dividends S0 7→ S0 −D0. Moreover, the deterministic part,
Dt, is the present value of all dividend payments occuring during the remaining
life of the contract. The value of the deterministic part at time t, Dt, is given
by

Dt =

{∑
t<tdk<T

Dke
−r(tdk−t), if ∃ Dk s.t. t < tdk ,

0, if @ Dk s.t. t < tdk ,
(2.9)

where Dk is the dividend amount that is paid at time tdk and T > 0 is the
[annualized] time of expiry9.

The total stock price given by (2.8) is thus equal to the current stochastic,
dividend adjusted stock price plus the present value of all future dividends.
Equivalently, the stochastic part of the stock price, Sσ,t, that we attempt to
solve is the total stock price net the escrowed dividends. As time passes, the
deterministic part decreases and evaluates to zero at the last dividend instance
and during the remaining life of the contract. Note that the stock price drops
by an exact amount Dk at time tdk and that D0 is the discounted amount of all
future dividends before the contract expires. Finally, note that we obtain the
original Black-Scholes model when there are no dividends to be paid.

One should note that the escrowed dividend model presented here is the
most basic version that is used today. Potential extensions of the model can
be found in e.g. in Haug et al. [6]. They propose methods for adjusting the
volatility, in particular the decrease in absolute volatility (σSσ,t) due to stock
price reduction (the latter which is most noticeable initially).

2.4 A Transformed Escrowed Dividend Model for Stock
Price Dynamics

Using the results obtained from earlier parts in this section, we are hereby able
to derive a transformed model governing stock price dynamics. Recall that the
transformed variable in the space domain is given by

8We will however not elaborate any further on this choice of modelling.
9The time of expiry is always quoted on an annualized basis.
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x = ln
(Ft
F0

)
,

Adding dividends to the model affects the stock price. To keep notation con-
sistent for the moment, we let xσ refer to the stochastic part of transformed
variable. Thus

xσ = ln
(Fσ,t
Fσ,0

)
.

The next target is to express the total stock price as a function of xσ. Expanding
equation (2.6) yields

xσ = ln
(Fσ,t
Fσ,0

)
= ln

[
Sσ,te

g(T−t)

Sσ,0egT

]
= ln

[
Sσ,te

−gt

Sσ,0

]
,

where Sσ,0 = S0 − D0 according to equation (2.8). This value is completely
known, because S0 simply refers to the initial stock price. The previous equation
is equivalent to

Sσ,t = (S0 −D0)exσ+gt.

Applying equation (2.8) again, substituting g = r, and re-substituting x = xσ
yields the total stock price as a function of x and t:

St = (S0 −D0)ex+rt +Dt. (2.10)

Observe that there is no need to keep the explicit subscript σ in the above
formula. The variable x cannot be observed in the market and is only a math-
ematical construction (adding an extra subscript would simply be an abuse of
notation). Finally, we will hereafter explicitly write r instead of g since the only
non-zero component in the cost of carry is the risk-free interest rate.
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3 Theory of American Call Options

Most financial options cannot be valued by exact means. There are a few
exceptions, however, when the Black-Scholes model allows us to obtain closed-
form solutions. In part 3.1, we review the Black-Scholes formula for European
calls, which can be used to price standard European options. As we will see in
3.2, the pricing function for an American call on a non-dividend paying stock
reduces to the pricing function for a European call. The latter increases the
applicability of the Black-Scholes formula. In general, the American call option
pricing problem represents a two-sided coin. As will be demonstrated in Section
3.3, an exact value can be derived when the underlying stock pays at most one
dividend (the upside of a coin) but not otherwise (the flipside of the coin). We
briefly review why this is the case but then turn our attention to the Roll-Geske-
Whaley formula (Section 3.4) which can be applied to calculate the value of an
American call option at any time before a dividend has been paid, provided
that no more than one dividend payment is expected during the option’s time
frame. When the stock pays multiple dividends we are constrained to rely on
numerical procedures in order to estimate the value function.

Finally, in Section 3.6, the general American call option pricing problem is
formalized using the linear complementarity formulation.

3.1 The Black-Scholes Formula for European Calls

Recall from Section 1.1 that European options provide the holder with the right
to exercise the option when the contract matures. These contracts are either of
call (buy) or put (sell) type. As before, let K and T denote the strike price and
time of expiry. The call option is exercised when the stock price is above the
strike at maturity. The payoff is given by

C(T, S) = max{S −K, 0}. (3.1)

Within the Black-Scholes framework there exists analytic formulas for valuing
European calls and, by the call put parity formula, therefore also for puts, at
any time t < T . These formulas are often referred to as the Black-Scholes for-
mulas. Since the Black-Scholes universe assumes a risk-neutral world absent
from arbitrage opportunities, the prices obtained from the Black-Scholes for-
mulas are always the theoretical/fair values. For brevity, we simply state the
formula for a European call. Black-Scholes’ formula for a European call option
at an arbitrary time t < T is given by

C(t, S) = SN [d1]−Ke−r(T−t)N [d2], t < T,

d1 =
ln S
K + (r + 1

2σ
2)(T − t)

σ
√
T − t , d2 = d1 − σ

√
T − t,

(3.2)

where N (·) is the cumulative standard normal density function.
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3.2 The American Call Option Written on a Non-Dividend
Paying Stock

Whereas European call and put options can be exercised only at expiry, Amer-
ican calls and puts offer the advantage of early exercise. The early exercise
feature makes them therefore slightly more expensive. American options are in
general harder to price than European options since they separate the solution
space into two regions: the continuation region and the stopping region. In the
continuation region, the optimal strategy is always to keep the position open and
await future exercise. Conversely, in the stopping region, the optimal strategy
is always to exercise the option immediately. The boundary separating these
two regions is called a decision boundary and is an example of what mathemati-
cians call a free boundary. The free boundary is not known a priori and must
be determined on the fly. Moreover, this boundary changes with time, which
is why American options are more complicated in nature than their European
counterparts. However, using linear complementarity formulation, it is possible
to solve the complementarity problem independently of the free boundary. This
simplifies the computations because it opens up for finding the solution without
explicitly caring about the free boundary.

The general solution to an American option can be written in terms of an
expected value under the risk-neutral measure Q. This involves the definition
of a stopping time, τs, which is the minimum time at which the option is ex-
ercised early. This means that at time τs, the solution of the American option
is located precisely on the decision boundary, i.e., we have that S = S∗(τs),
where S∗(τs) is the free boundary10. In particular, for an American call paying
discrete dividends, the free boundary is known a priori. We will elaborate on
this further in part 3.3.

For our level of discussion, the formula stated below is mainly given for the
purpose of shining light on the nature of the pricing mechanism of American
options, which can be viewed as optimal stopping problems. If V (t, S) is the
discounted value of an American option at time t as before and Φ = Φ(S) is a
contract function, the value function at time t can be expressed in terms of the
supremum of the expected value under the Q measure over all possible stopping
times in the time interval [0, T ], that is,

V (t, S) = sup EQ

0≤τs≤T

[
e−rτsΦ(S)

]
.

In Section 3.6, we formalize the American call option pricing problem using the
linear complementarity formulation.

Next, we are going to prove that an American call option reduces to a Eu-
ropean call option when the stock is not subject to dividend payments. If τs is
an optimal stopping time, the expected discounted value

E[(S −K)+e
−rτs ] ≤

τs≤T
E[(Se−rτs −Ke−rT )+], τs ≤ T.

10The free boundary will be referred to as the critical ex-dividend stock price hereafter.
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Here, the inequality follows from the property that τs ≤ T . To proceed forward,
note that S 7→ (S −K)+ is a convex function in the argument S. Using that

Se−rt ≤ Se−rT , t ≤ T,
it follows that

E[(Se−rτs −Ke−rT )+] ≤ E[(Se−rT −Ke−rT )+], τs ≤ T.
Thus, the expected payoff at time zero given that the option was exercised
early cannot exceed the expected value of the option provided that it is left
unexercised until maturity. Consequently, no matter the stopping time, the
only rational strategy is to hold the option unexercised until expiration.

Letting c(t, S) and C(t, S) denote the price of a European call and an Amer-
ican call option at time t, respectively, we have shown the following inequality:

C(0, Se−rτs) ≤ C(0, Se−rT ).

Therefore the value of an American call option at any time prior to maturity
cannot be less than the value at maturity. The latter implies that the American
option reduces to a European option and that we for all t have that

C(t, S) = c(t, S), 0 ≤ t ≤ T. (3.3)

3.3 The American Call Option with a Single Dividend
Payment

The discussion in the previous subsection showed that the task of pricing an
American call option is equivalent to the task of pricing a European call option
as long as no dividends are paid during the option’s life. The optimal investment
strategy, however, depends on the number of dividends and the structure of the
dividends. Recall from an earlier discussion that dividends can be modeled
either discretely and continuously depending on the information that we have
about the stock at the time of evaluation.

When one single dividend payment is expected we have already mentioned
that there exists an analytical pricing formula. This formula has been known
since 1981, when Whaley published a corrected pricing formula in the Journal
of Financial Economics following up previous work done by Roll (1977) [2] and
Geske (1979) [3]. In fact, the Roll-Geske formula was not completely correct,
which motivated Whaley to submit a corrected pricing formula in his paper.
Nevertheless, the work done by Roll and Geske was important because they laid
the basis for the follow-up work that was going to be undertaken by Whaley [4].
In this work, we will not pay any attention to the aspects of the derivation of
this formula; we will only state the formula in Section 3.4. The interested reader
is instead recommended to consult the original paper by Whaley which can be
found in the bibliographic section (c.f. [4]). We will mainly concern ourselves
with the computation of the critical ex-dividend stock price, S∗, which is the
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smallest stock price inducing an early exercise action. This is the topic of this
subsection.

Consider an American call option written on a stock with price process St
governed by equation (2.10) and an upcoming dividend payment of amount D
expected at time td ∈ (0, T )11. At the ex-dividend time instant the value of
the stock has dropped by an exact amount D. This is the infinitesimal time
instant right after the dividend has been paid (hence the term ’ex’). The ex-
dividend stock price, denoted by Sext , is the volatile part of the stock price
process (compare equation (2.8)). Therefore, Sext = Sσ,t at any time t ∈ [0, T ].

The sudden drop in the price of the stock introduces a discontinuity in the
stock price process. The limit values of St at the point of discontinuity obey





lim
t→td−

St = Sext +D,

lim
t→td+

St = Sext ,

respectively. Here, the amount Sext +D is the cum-dividend stock price.
Consider the following two scenarios: the American call has been exercised

right before the dividend payment (Scenario 1) or has been left unexercised
(Scenario 2). If the American call is exercised, its value is given by the cer-
tainly positive payoff S + D − K. Alternatively, if it is left unexercised, the
American call translates into a European call by means of (3.3) (there are no
more dividends to be paid during the remaining time of the contract). Let us
at the moment postulate that there exists a critical ex-dividend stock price, S∗,
such that the value of the European call option in the second scenario equals
the payoff from exercising the option in the first scenario. At time t = td this
equality satisfies

c(td, S
∗) = S∗ +D −K. (3.4)

Equation (3.4) can be solved iteratively using any appropriate numerical method,
e.g. Newton-Raphson’s method or the bisection method. The latter method is
often used in computational finance. The bisection method iteratively splits the
stock price domain into two halves, where the solution is contained in either of
the two subintervals.

By studying equation (3.4) it is clear that the critical ex-dividend stock price
is an intrinsic property of an American call option. That is, given a certain
strike price, risk-free rate, stock price volatility, expiry, dividend amount, and
time of the upcoming dividend payment, there exists a unique value S∗ such
that equation (3.4) holds. However, it might be the case that there exists no
finite solution; in this case, S∗ is infinite. The interpretation of an infinite S∗ is
that it is never optimal to exercise the option right before the dividend is paid.
Hence the optimal strategy is to keep the option unexercised in agreement with
the second scenario.

The previous discussion raises one important question. At what dividend

11It is implicitly assumed that the stock is not allowed to pay dividends nor at time zero or
maturity.
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amount, D, does it always pay off to keep the option unexercised, if the time
the dividend is paid is fixed? Or, conversely, how large should the dividend be,
that it always pays off to exercise the option? A rational investor should always
check that

S∗ +D −K > c(td, S
∗)

The discounted expected risk-neutral value of a European call at time t < T is
given by

c(t, S) = e−r(T−t)EQ
[
(Ser(T−t) −K)+

]

For large enough S and in particular if early exercise is optimal, the value of
the call is strictly positive. Hence the above inequality at time t = td can be
written as

S∗ +D −K > S∗ −Ke−r(T−td)

Rearranging, the following result is obtained:

D > K(1− e−r(T−td)). (3.5)

It follows that early exercise is only rational when equation (3.5) holds. The
right-hand side, K(1 − e−r(T−td)), can be referred to as the critical dividend
size; that is, the maximum dividend amount that does not motivate an early
exercise decision. It is also true that it can be determined already at the time
of observation whether an investor should exercise the call option right before
the dividend payment or not. Moreover, in presence of multiple dividends the
expression is generalized.

At this point we would like to express the payoff that an investor can obtain
at time td and time T in compact form. Let Φ̃1 = Φ̃1(S) denote the payoff
function defined at these time instants, where the subscript signifies that only
one dividend is expected to be paid. The payoff takes the form

Φ̃1(S) =

{
max

{
V (t, S), e−rtmax{S +D −K, 0}

}
, t = td,

e−rtmax{S −K, 0}, t = T,
(3.6)

where we note that the payoffs must be discounted since V (t, S) = e−rtC(t, S).

3.4 The Roll-Geske-Whaley Formula

Section 3.3 discussed how the critical ex-dividend stock price is computed for an
American call option with a single dividend payment, and how it is possible to
infer whether the option shall be exercised early or not at the dividend instant.
In this subsection we provide the theoretical pricing formula found by Whaley.

Let C(t, S) as before denote the American call option price for a stock pay-
ing one known dividend during the life of the option and let K, T , r, σ, D,
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and td denote the strike price, expiry, risk-free interest-rate, volatility, dividend
size, and dividend payment time instant as before. Further, let Sext be the ex-
dividend stock price at time t < td (the volatile part of equation (2.8)) and let
S∗ denote the critical ex-dividend stock price. The Roll-Geske-Whaley formula
then reads

C(t, S) = S
(
N [b1] +N2

[
a1;−b1;−

√
td − t
T − t

])

−Ke−r(T−t)
(
N1[b2]er(T−td) +N2

[
a2;−b2;−

√
td − t
T − t

])

+De−r(td−t)N1[b2], S = Sex, t < td,

a1 =
ln S
K + (r + 1

2σ
2)(T − t)

σ
√
T − t , a2 = a1 − σ

√
T − t,

b1 =
ln S
S∗ + (r + 1

2σ
2)(T − t)

σ
√
td − t

, b2 = b1 − σ
√
td − t,

(3.7)

where N2(·, ·, ρ) is the bivariate cumulative normal density function with cor-
relation coefficient ρ. Note that this formula is applicable only for t < td. As
explained before, when the dividend has been paid, the value of the American
call option is simply the value of a corresponding European call option.

3.5 Extension to Stocks Paying Multiple Dividends

When the underlying stock pays more than one dividend, the American option
can only be valued numerically. However, the numerical implementation of an
American call on a multi-dividend paying stock is merely a generalization of
the code in the single-dividend or even zero-dividend scenario. Between divi-
dend payments, the option is simply computed analogously as with a European
option. At dividend instants, the maximum value of the current solution and
the payoff is chosen. This means that (3.6) can be extended to include multiple
dividends. In Section 3.6 a generalized payoff function is defined for ñ dividend
payments each yielding early exercise. In particular, we formalize the American
call option pricing problem as a linear complementarity problem.

3.6 Linear Complementarity Formulation of the American
Call Option Pricing Problem With Known Dividends

The task of pricing American call options can be formulated in terms of a linear
complementarity problem. To simplify notation, this will require defining the
Black-Scholes differential operator. The standard Black-Scholes operator is by
convention denoted by L, where

L :=
∂

∂t
+ gS

∂

∂S
+

1

2
σ2 ∂2

∂S2
− r
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and where it has earlier been argued that g = r. Since we are solving the trans-
formed version of the Black-Scholes PDE, we let L̃ denote the Black-Scholes dif-
ferential operator for the advection-diffusion version of the Black-Scholes equa-
tion given in (2.7). The transformed differential operator reads

L̃ :=
1

2
σ2
( ∂2

∂x2
− ∂

∂x

)

and the compact representation of (2.7) becomes

∂V

∂t
+ L̃V = 0.

Before the linear complementarity problem is outlined, appropriate boundary
conditions must be attached. One set of boundary conditions can be derived
by noting that the solution of an American call mimics exactly the solution of
a European call close to the boundaries in the stock price domain. Imposing




V (t, S)

∣∣∣
S=0

= 0,

∂V
∂S =

S−→∞
1,

(3.8)

is equivalent to requiring that the solution is zero as the stock price converges
towards zero, and that the slope of the payoff function is one as the stock price
goes to infinity. In technical terms, the first boundary condition is often re-
ferred to as a Dirichlet boundary condition. The latter is often referred to as a
Neumann boundary condition.

Equation (3.5) provides a lower bound for a single dividend that is re-
quired for motivating a rational early exercise decision. Given that the stock
is expected to pay n dividends in [0, T ], where ñ ≤ n of them lead to early
exercise, this expression can be generalized. For notational conveniance, we
bundle the set of time instants at which dividends are paid out together with
the time domain boundaries (t = 0 and t = T , respectively). We denote by
{td0 , td1 , ..., tdn , tdn+1

} = {0, td1 , ..., tdn , T} ⊂ [0, T ] the set of such time instants
with 0 = td0 < td1 < td2 < ... < tdn < tdn+1

= T , and where tdk is the
time at which a dividend of amount Dk is paid. Obviously, at time td0 and
time tdn+1 , a dividend of amount zero is paid12. Analogously, we define the
sequence of time instants at which it is rational to excercise the option early as
{t̃d0 , t̃d1 , ..., t̃dñ , t̃dñ+1

} = {0, t̃d1 , ..., t̃dñ , T}, where 0 = t̃d0 < t̃d1 < t̃d2 < ... <

t̃dn < tdñ+1
= T . Furthermore, define the k:th critical dividend size as D̃k. The

latter is the minimum dividend size that motivates an early exercise decision.
By similar arguments as in Section 3.3, it can be shown that each D̃k can then
be computed according to13.

D̃k = K
(

1− e−r(tdk+1
−tdk )

)
, k = 1, ..., n. (3.9)

12One of the preliminary assumptions forbids dividends to take place at time zero and
maturity.

13For an excellent discussion on the American call option written on a multi-dividend paying
stock, see Hull [5].
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The set of time instants {t̃dk}ñk=1 are hence obtained as

{t̃dk}ñk=1 :=
{
tdk : Dk > D̃k, k = 1, ..., n

}
(3.10)

A generalized payoff function can now be defined. Let Φ̃ = Φ̃(S) denote the
generalized payoff for an American call written on a stock expecting to pay ñ
dividends that surely satisfy (3.9). Hence, Φ̃14 is defined only at the discrete
set of times t ∈ {t̃d1 , ..., t̃dñ , T}. Mathematically,

Φ̃(S) =

{
max

{
V (t, S), e−rtmax{S +Dk −K, 0}

}
, t = t̃d1 , ..., t̃dñ ,

e−rtmax{S −K, 0}, t = T,
(3.11)

The linear complementarity formulation for an American call option can be de-
rived by using no-arbitrage arguments. We will not go into these details by
similar arguments as for not going through the derivation of the Black-Scholes
equation in Section 2. Nevertheless, it is worth knowing that in the exercise
region the American call is always equal to its immediate payoff, whereas in the
continuation region its value is given by the Black-Scholes equation. Mathemat-
ically it must then hold that the value in the continuation region is not equal
to its immediate payoff (by no-arbitrage arguments, it must be strictly larger
than the instantaneous payoff), whilst it must be true that in the exercise region
the equality sign in the Black-Scholes equation must be an inequality sign (by
no-arbitrage arguments, strictly less than zero). Combining these arguments,
the general linear complementarity formulation reads:





∂V
∂t + L̃V ≤ 0, S > 0, t ∈ [0, T ],

(∂V∂t + L̃V )(Φ̃− V ) = 0, S > 0, t ∈ [0, T ],

V ≥ Φ̃, S > 0, t ∈ [0, T ],

V
∣∣∣
S=0

= 0, t ∈ [0, T ],

∂V
∂S =

S−→∞
1, t ∈ [0, T ].

(3.12)

14Note that the generalized payoff here is denoted by Φ̃ and not Φ. The reason is that Φ is
often used to denote the payoff at maturity of a financial contract. To avoid mixing the payoff
function defined only at maturity with the payoff function defined at the dividend instants
and maturity, we impose the letter ˜ above the Greek letter Φ.
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4 Numerical Methods for American Options on
Stocks With Known Dividends

This section is entirely devoted to numerical methods addressing the solution
methodology of the American call option pricing problem. A vast number of
topics are covered in this section, ranging from a Crank-Nicolson discretization
of the advection-diffusion version of the Black-Scholes PDE, error estimation
techniques, the optimal relation between gridsteps, Rannacher time-marching,
increasing the grid resolution using linear interpolation, mollification, an accu-
rate estimation procedure for finding the numerical critical ex-dividend stock
price, the truncation error of the Crank-Nicolson scheme, a derivation of option
theta and higher order option thetas, time non-equidistant methods, and a mi-
nor discussion on possible extensions of the current working model. The part
covering time non-equidistant methods constitutes the core of this work.

4.1 Crank-Nicolson Discretization of the Advection-Diffusion
Version of the Black-Scholes Partial Differential Equa-
tion

In this subsection it will be shown how to obtain a discretized version of the
advection-diffusion version of the Black-Scholes equation (2.7) using the Crank-
Nicolson scheme. For simplicity we will assume a fully equidistant grid.

The Crank-Nicolson method is very commonly used in the financial indus-
try for solving Black-Scholes’ partial differential equation. It is a time-implicit,
second order accurate method in space and time. When the PDE is a diffu-
sion equation, such as the Black-Scholes equation, it can be shown that the
Crank-Nicolson method is unconditionally stable. Even though our equation is
equipped with an advection term as well, this lower order term does not destroy
this property.

Discretizing (2.7) requires some variable definitions. Let M and N denote
the number of space points and time points in the PDE grid, respectively, where
M,N are assumed to be odd numbers and M is a function of the number of
timesteps according to

M = M(N) =

{
dσN + 1, if dσ is even,

dσN, if dσ is odd,
(4.1)

where dσ > 0 is an integer. The constant dσ can be viewed as the grid stock
price standard deviation. Consequently, this parameter controls the size of the
grid in the stock price dimension.

Let ∆x satisfy equation (4.7) for a fixed equidistant timestep ∆t := T
N−1 .

Then the (equidistant) PDE grid is defined by xj = ∆xj, ti = ∆ti, where
j = −M−1

2 , ..., 0, ..., M−1
2 , i = 0, ..., N − 1, and where xj , ti denote the j:th

and i:th points in the space and time dimensions, respectively. Moreover, let
vij ≈ v(ti, xj) denote the approximate solution at the grid point pair (ti, xj).
The Crank-Nicolson discretization of equation (2.7) now reads
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−
(vi+1

j − vij
∆t

)
=

1

2
σ2

(
1

2

[
vi+1
j+1 − 2vi+1

j + vi+1
j−1

∆x2
+
vij+1 − 2vij + vij−1

∆x2

]

− 1

2

[
vi+1
j+1 − vi+1

j−1

2∆x
+
vij+1 − vij−1

2∆x

])
,

j = −M − 1

2
, ...,

M − 1

2
, i = 0, ..., N − 1.

(4.2)

Rearranging terms, (4.2) can be written

−σ
2

4

∆t

∆x2

(
1 +

∆x

2

)
vij−1 +

(
2
σ2

4

∆t

∆x2
+ 1
)
vij −

σ2

4

∆t

∆x2

(
1− ∆x

2

)
vij+1 =

σ2

4

∆t

∆x2

(
1 +

∆x

2

)
vi+1
j−1 −

(
2
σ2

4

∆t

∆x2
− 1
)
vi+1
j +

σ2

4

∆t

∆x2

(
1− ∆x

2

)
vi+1
j+1,

j = −M − 1

2
, ..., 0, ...,

M − 1

2
, i = 0, ..., N − 1.

The factor σ2

4
∆t

∆x2 appears in all coefficients. Define C := σ2

4
∆t

∆x2 and the dis-
cretized coefficients by

a := −C(1 +
∆x

2
), b := 2C + 1, c := −C(1− ∆x

2
),

ã := C(1 +
∆x

2
) = −a, b̃ := −(2C − 1), c̃ := C(1− ∆x

2
) = −c,

C :=
σ2

4

∆t

∆x2
.

(4.3)

The resulting equation system now reads

avij−1 + bvij + cvij+1 = ãvi+1
j−1 + b̃vi+1

j + c̃vi+1
j+1,

j = −M − 1

2
, ..., 0, ...,

M − 1

2
, i = 0, ..., N − 1.

If

(vi)T :=

((
v−M−1

2
, ..., v0, ..., vM−1

2

)i
)T

, i = 0, ..., N − 1,

denotes the discretized solution vector at time ti, the equation system (4.1) can
be written in compact matrix form:

Avi = Bvi+1, i = 0, ..., N − 1, (4.4)

where
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A =




b c 0

a
. . .

. . .

. . .
. . . c

0 a b



, B =




b̃ −c 0

−a . . .
. . .

. . .
. . . −c

0 −a b̃



,

are the resulting two matrices. Note that the matrices A and B are constant
tridiagonal matrices. This is expected since the transformed Black-Scholes equa-
tion does not explicitly involve the independent variable x, unlike the original
Black-Scholes equation which depends on S. From a computational point of
view, this is fortunate as long as the grid is constant in space and time, be-
cause all work that needs to be done is to compute a, b, c, and b̃, since ã and c̃
can be expressed using a and b. However, as we will point out later, because
C = C(∆x,∆t, σ), allowing for non-constant volatilities still implies that the
coefficients need to be updated at each timestep regardless of how the PDE grid
is constructed.

Having derived (4.4) by discretizing the advection-diffusion version of the
Black-Scholes PDE using the Crank-Nicolson method, it is trivial to adjust the
system by incorporating dividends. The only additional component is the dis-
cretized general payoff given by equation (3.11). Adding the possibility for early
exercise yields the final system

Avi = Bvi+1, i = 0, ..., N − 1.

vi = max
{
vi, si +DkI−KI

}∣∣∣
ti=t̃dk

, k = 1, ..., ñ,

j = −M − 1

2
, ..., 0, ...,

M − 1

2
,

(4.5)

where

(si)T :=

((
s−M−1

2
, ..., s0, ..., sM−1

2

)i
)T

, i = 0, ..., N − 1,

and where vector I is defined as

I := (1, ..., 1)T︸ ︷︷ ︸
dim(I)=M

.

4.2 Error Estimation

The error measures that we will consider in this work include the deviation
between the numerical value and the value obtained by an analytical pricing
formula or alternatively a reference grid, as well as the L∞ error. In financial
applications it is usually the L∞ (infinity/max) error that is of importance. The
reference grid is invoked when more than one dividend is paid out during the
option’s life. The only difference between the two grids it that the reference grid
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uses higher resolution in the temporal dimension. The resolution factor, which
we denote by fr, should be chosen large enough.

Let C(ti, xj) denote the analytical value of the American call at the grid

point pair (ti, xj). Moreover, let vĩref,j denote the numerical reference solution
obtained from solving the transformed Black-Scholes equation on a finer grid.
We choose fr = 10, i.e. ten times higher resolution. If Mref and Nref denote
the number of spatial steps and timesteps in the refined grid, we have that
Nref = frN = 10N .

In 4.1 the PDE grid was constructed so that M = M(N) and hence the
spatial grid resolution would be directly affected by increasing the resolution in
the temporal part of the PDE grid. In order to preserve equidistant gridsteps in
the spatial dimension, we require that Mref = M , where Mref is the equivalent
notation for the number of steps in the spatial part of the grid.

Let εij denote the difference between the numerical value in the original grid
and (i) the analytical value at grid point (ti, xj) given that 0 ≤ ñ ≤ 1, or (ii) the
numerical value in the refined grid at grid point (ti, xj) such that ti = t̃i provided

that ñ ≥ 2, respectively. By construction, εN−1
j = 0 for all j = −M−1

2 , ..., M−1
2 .

For instance, if ñ = 0, the Black-Scholes formula for a European call option
(3.2) is used; if ñ = 1, the Roll-Geske-Whaley formula (3.7) is used; otherwise
if ñ ≥ 2, the reference grid is invoked.

Having defined εij , the L∞ error for any number of dividends can be com-

puted. We denote the L∞ error at time ti by εiL∞ := εi. To simplify notation,
we drop the subscript. In the following, we will refer to the error as the L∞

error and, if otherwise not stated, at time zero. The L∞ error at time ti is
defined as

εi := εiL∞ =





max
j

∣∣∣vij − C(ti, xj)
∣∣∣, ñ = 0, 1,

max
j

∣∣∣vij − vĩref,j
∣∣∣
tĩ=ti

, ñ = 2, 3, ...

j = −M − 1

2
, ...,

M − 1

2
, i = 0, ..., N − 1, ĩ = 0, ..., 10N − 1.

(4.6)

The L∞ error measures the maximum absolute difference between the two cor-
responding values in two grids, where the values in the other grid are either
refined or known exactly. In the multiple dividend scenario, the error can only
be computed when the time instants in both grids coincide. With a time non-
equidistant grid this is guaranteed to happen at, but not limited to, time zero,
maturity, and at the dividend instants.

4.3 The Optimal Relation Between Gridsteps

This subsection discusses an important relation that will be vital in conjunction
with the methods proposed for timestep adaptivity in Section 4.10. The first
part covers a European call option written on a non-dividend paying stock.
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The second part generalizes these ideas to the case of an American call option
written on a stock that makes multiple dividend payments.

4.3.1 The Optimal Relation Without Dividends

The grid spacing in the spatial dimension, ∆x, is determined from an equation
referred to as the optimal relation. Consider a European call option written on
a non-dividend paying stock. The relation between the gridsteps ∆x and ∆t is
said to be optimal with respect to time t = 0 if the following simple relationship
holds:

√
T∆x = 2σ∆t. (4.7)

Here, optimal means that the L∞ error at time t = 0 is minimized when the
relation between ∆x and ∆t is such that equation (4.7) holds. If (4.7) does not
hold, it is not necessarily true that the L∞ error decreases for smaller gridsteps.
This is a remarkable feature and does appear counter-intuitive, because a smaller
timestep should reduce the error due to the embedded second order damping
mechanism in the Crank-Nicolson scheme. As we will see later, the optimal
relation is only certainly optimal when the timestep is kept intact during the
time of execution.

Equation (4.7) has been found empirically by studying the error at time
t = 0 for different choices of ∆x and ∆t. It has been derived by my supervisor
S. Sirén. Figure 4.1 shows the error at time zero for a non-dividend paying
American call option expiring at time T = 1 for different relations between ∆x
and ∆t. Note that the L∞ error is minimized exactly when the relation between
∆x and ∆t is given by equation (4.7).

4.3.2 The Optimal Relation with Multiple Dividends

The optimal relation between gridsteps defined by equation (4.7) can be ex-
tended to hold for the general situation with multiple dividend payments. First
we denote by ∆topt1 , ∆topt2 ,..., ∆toptñ , ∆toptñ+1 the sequence of optimal timesteps
between dividends, where each dividend yields early exercise. Instead of com-
puting the optimal timestep with respect to time zero and keeping the timestep
constant, only the initial timestep obeys (4.7). When a dividend payment (yield-
ing early exercise) occurs, the next optimal timestep is computed with respect to
the upcoming dividend instant (which yields early exercise). The last dividend
(yielding early exercise) is computed with respect to time zero. Mathematically,
the timesteps are computed by means of the following scheme:
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the optimal relation between grid-
steps as defined by equation (4.7) for a European call op-
tion without dividend payments. The blue curve reflects
the error curve when the optimal relation holds. The other
two curves display the error when one of the gridsteps is
halfened while the other remains fixed. Note that we have
applied 3-point mollification and Rannacher time-marching
with two half-timesteps in this example, which is why the
error curves appear smooth. Moreover, the option parame-
ters are S0 = 100,K = 100, r = 2.5%, T = 1, and σ = 20%,
respectively.

∆toptñ+1 =
√
t̃dñ+1

∆x

2σ
,

∆toptñ =
√
t̃dñ − t̃dñ−1

∆x

2σ
,

∆toptñ−1 =
√
t̃dñ−1

− t̃dñ−2

∆x

2σ
,

...

∆topt2 =

√
t̃d2 − t̃d1

∆x

2σ
,

∆topt1 =

√
t̃d1

∆x

2σ
,

For brevity, the sequence of optimal timesteps can be written in more compact
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form:

∆toptñ+1 =
√
t̃dñ+1

∆x

2σ
,

∆toptk =
√
t̃dk − t̃dk−1

∆x

2σ
.

(4.8)

4.4 Rannacher Time-Marching

In financial applications it often suffices to obtain second order accuracy in
space and time. This can be achieved with the Crank-Nicolson method, which
is constructed by combining the explicit and implicit Euler methods (it can thus
be viewed as semi-implicit). However, although the Crank-Nicolson scheme is
unconditionally stable for parabolic partial differential equations, such as the
Black-Scholes equation, it is unconditionally stable only in the L2 norm. For
discontinuous initial data, Crank-Nicolson fails to achieve second order conver-
gence. This is because second order convergence is only ensured for smooth
initial data, which is not the case for an American or European call option (re-
call equation (3.1)). In particular, for a European call option, although initial
data and the first order spatial derivative lie in L2, the convergence in L2 norm
is only of order 1

2 [8]. The reason for the drop in convergence rate is that the
second order spatial derivative does not lie in L2. For a more elaborate discus-
sion on this topic, c.f. [8].

Thus, in order to achieve second order convergence with the Crank-Nicolson
method, care must be taken to the discontinuity in the payoff function. Not
only that, but the discontinuities emerging in the solution due to early exercise
add to the decrease in convergence in the numerical solution. Although these
discontinuities might not be as severe as the initial discontinuity at time t = T ,
they will significantly increase the overall error if ignored or not treated care-
fully.

Fortunately, there is a known procedure that resolves the convergence is-
sue. Originally developed by R. Rannacher in his paper Convergence Analysis
of Crank-Nicolson and Rannacher Time-Marching [7], he showed that second
order convergence of the Crank-Nicolson scheme (in the L2 norm) can be re-
tained if the first timestep in the Crank-Nicolson scheme is replaced by two
half-timesteps using the backward Euler scheme. Giles and Carter have per-
formed a more thorough analysis of Rannacher-startup schemes in financial
applications using the L∞ norm. In [8], Giles and Carter studied the error in
the L∞ norm and showed that it is necessary to take four half-timesteps with
the implicit Euler scheme to retain second order accuracy in the L∞ norm in
both the solution and for the first and second order spatial derivatives. Because
we also apply mollification around the discontinuous points, it can be shown
experimentally that in our case it suffices to substitute the first timestep with
two half-timesteps using Euler’s backward method.

Having already discretized the transformed Black-Scholes equation with Crank-
Nicolson, it is easy to obtain the backward Euler discretization. For increased
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flexibility, the user should be able to specify both the total number of timesteps
and the fractional number of timesteps with the backward Euler method. Again,
we assume a uniform grid in both space and time. Letting γ := nt

nf
, the k:th

fractional time point with respect to i can be written ik = i+1−nt+γk, where
k = 0, ..., nfnt − 1, and where nt, nf denote the total number of timesteps and
fractional timesteps using the Rannacher scheme, respectively, the backward
Euler discretization scheme of (2.7) reads

−
(vi+1

j − vikj
∆t

)
=

1

2
σ2

(
vikj+1 − 2vikj + vikj−1

∆x2
−
vikj+1 − vikj−1

2∆x

)
,

j = −M − 1

2
, ..., 0, ...,

M − 1

2
, i = 0, ..., N − 1,

ik = i+ 1− nt + γk, k = 0, ..., ntnf − 1, γ =
nt
nf
.

(4.9)

Rearranging terms, we end up with the system

− σ2

2

∆t

∆x2

(
1 +

∆x

2

)
vikj−1 +

(
2
σ2

2

∆t

∆x2
+ 1
)
vikj −

σ2

2

∆t

∆x2

(
1− ∆x

2

)
vikj+1 = vi+1

j ,

j = −M − 1

2
, ..., 0, ...,

M − 1

2
, i = 0, ..., N − 1,

ik = i+ 1− nt + γk, k = 0, ..., ntnf − 1, γ =
nt
nf
.

By inspection, note that the coefficients are almost the same as the left-hand-
side coefficients derived with the Crank-Nicolson scheme. The Backward Euler
coefficients aE , bE , cE are given by

aE := 2a, bE := (4C + 1), cE := 2c,

C =
σ2

4

∆t

∆x2
,

(4.10)

respectively. Hence, the resulting linear equation system reads

AEv
ik = vi+1, i = 0, ..., N − 1,

ik = i+ 1− nt + γk, k = 0, ..., ntnf − 1,
(4.11)

where

AE =




bE cE 0

aE
. . .

. . .

. . .
. . . cE

0 aE bE



.

The equation system (4.11) is a generalized Rannacher timestepping linear equa-
tion system. By generalized, we mean that the user can specify to take any
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number of fractional timesteps in the solution (even if it suffices to take two
half-timesteps). Note that we implicitly assumed that dividends yielding early
exercise do not occur during the Rannacher time-marching interval.

4.5 Increased Grid Resolution Using Linear Interpolation

By equation (4.1), the number of points in the stock price dimension is a func-
tion of the number of time points. We introduced a factor, denoted by dσ, which
determines the width of the spatial part of the PDE grid. The latter can be
interpretated as the stock price grid standard deviation, and thus controls the
size of the grid when N is fixed. Obviously, the grid can be made arbitrarily
large by increasing the number of standard deviations. However, because the
distance between gridpoints increases exponentially in the stock domain, the
grid resolution is not particularly good for large stock prices. In order to obtain
both a large grid and high resolution, it is often attractive to apply interpo-
lation. We make use of linear interpolation and how it is incorporated is the
subject of this subsection.

The idea behind linear interpolation is to compute a new solution (the in-
terpolated solution) at an intermediate point as a weighted average of two or
more other points. Because there is only one spatial dimension in our case, we
end up with a two-weighted average. This can be done näıvely by simply taking
a weighted average of the neighbouring points in the grid. However, this is not
accurate enough in practice, because the approach does not account for different
stock prices at the interpolated points. If we want to incorporate that the stock
price at the intermediate points, we need to solve the transformed Black-Scholes
equation several times more for a perturbed S0.

Let np > 1 denote the number of interpolation points between two neigh-
bouring gridpoints in the stock price domain in the original grid15. An in-
terpolated grid with np interpolation points leads to a resoluted grid with
M + np(M − 1) stock price points. Obviously, the number of gridpoints has
increased approximately by a factor np.

Everything so far should be relatively clear. But how is the solution at the
intermediate points computed? First, we recall that each grid is centered around
the midpoint in the grid. In the original grid, the center is located at S0. If we
now want to obtain the stock price at an intermediate point j′ in each interval,
where j′ is an integer between −np and np excluding zero (which is the point
in the original grid), that is, j′ ∈ {−np, ...., np} \ {0}, then we simply add a
fraction of the step length, j′ 1

np+1∆x, in the exponential of equation (2.10):

St = (S0 −D0)e
x+ 1

np+1 j
′∆x+rt

+Dt, j′ ∈ {−np, ...., np} \ {0}. (4.12)

By letting j′ range from −np to np, with j′ 6= 0, the grid can be shifted both
upwards and downwards. Let now si

j̃
≈ S(ti, xj̃), where i = 0, ..., N − 1, j̃ =

15Recall that the solution is computed in the stock price domain, even if the transformed
partial differential equation that has been derived involves the independent variable x, and
not S. The one-to-one mapping between x and S enables us to do this.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of how the linear interpolation is
carried out in equation (4.16). In this example, the number
of interpolation points is nine which means that a total of
19 grids are generated. The red markers denote the center
points in these grids. In the interpolated grids, the origi-

nal center point has been shifted an amount e
1

np+1 j
′∆x

for
a given j′ ∈ {−np, ..., np} \ 0, relative to the original stock
price grid. Using the weight table given above, the solu-
tion at the interpolated points in the original grid can be
computed as a linear combination of the solution at two
points in a pair of interpolated grids, where one grid has
been shifted upwards and one grid has been shifted down-
wards. For example, the first upper interpolation point in
the original grid is computed by applying the weight 0.9 to
the first upper shifted interpolated grid and the weight 0.1
to the ninth downward shifted interpolated grid, and sum-
ming the results.
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− (M−1)(1+np)
2 , ..., 0, ...,

(M−1)(1+np)
2 , and j̃ = j+ j′ if −M−1

2 + 1 ≤ j ≤ M−1
2 − 1

and j̃ = j if j = −M−1
2 , M−1

2 , be a discretization of the stock price domain.

Here, j̃ is used instead of j to mark that we are working with an interpolated
domain. Moreover, xj̃ := xj + 1

np+1j
′∆x for j = −M−1

2 + 1, ..., M−1
2 − 1 and

xj̃ = xj for j = −M−1
2 , M−1

2 . The discretized version of (4.12) is then given by





si
j̃

= sij+j′ = (S0 −D0) exp
{
xij + 1

np+1j
′∆x+ rti

}
+Dti ,

if − M−1
2 < j < M−1

2 ,

si
− (M+1)(1+np)

2

= (S0 −D0) exp
{
xi

[−M+1
2 ]
}+ rti

}
+Dti , if j = −M−1

2 ,

si
+

(M+1)(1+np)

2

= (S0 −D0) exp
{
xi

[+M+1
2 ]
}+ rti

}
+Dti , if j = +M−1

2 ,

j̃ = − (M−1)(1+np)
2 , ..., 0, ...,

(M−1)(1+np)
2 , j′ ∈ {−np, ...., np} \ {0},

i = 0, ..., N − 1,

(4.13)
where D0 =

∑
tdk<T

Dke
−rtdk is the total discounted value of all future divi-

dends at time zero and where the value of the escrowed dividends in the dis-
cretized space at the discrete time point ti is computed according to

Dti =

{∑
ti<tdk<T

Dtne
−r(tdk−ti), if ∃ Dti s.t. ti < tdk for any k = 1, ..., n,

0, if @ Dti s.t. ti < tdk .

(4.14)
Now, let (ṽj′)

i
j denote another grid centered at the point sij′ in the original grid

(we use the ˜ sign to differentiate between the original and interpolated grids).
Note that sij′ = sij+j′|j=0

, so that the new grid is centered a fraction ∆x either

below or above the original grid vij . Further, let {(ṽj′)ij}
np
j′=−np,j′ 6=0 denote the

set of grids each centered at the point sj′ in the original grid. The number of
new grids is determined by the number of interpolation points, np. This means
that the total number of grids now sums up to 2np − 1.

Now, the solution at the interpolation points is now computed as follows.
Let

α :=
1

np + 1
(4.15)

denote the weight parameter, which will be assigned to a point in any of the
interpolated grids. Then at each point sij+j′ , with j = −M−1

2 + 1, ..., M−1
2 − 1,

j′ ∈ {−np, ...., np} \ {0}, the interpolated solution vj+j′ is approximated as

vij+j′ = (1− αj′)(ṽj′)ij + αj′(ṽ|j′|−np−1)ij+1,

j = −M − 1

2
+ 1, ...,

M − 1

2
− 1, j′ ∈ {−np, ...., np} \ {0}, i = 0, ..., N − 1.

(4.16)
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Note that interpolation is only carried out in the interior of the grid.
This approximation might look awkward at a first glance, but the interpola-

tion is simply a linear combination of the solution of two parallel shifted grids,
where one grid is shifted j′ unit steps upwards and the other grid is shifted
|j′| − np − 1 unit steps downwards with respect to the midpoint in the orig-
inal grid. The location of the interpolated point in the interpolated interval
in combination with the weight factor determines the value of the interpolated
solution. Figure 4.2 attempts to illustrate the interpolation methodology. In
this example, nine interpolation points are used.

4.6 Mollification – Smoothing of a Discontinuous Function

The numerical properties of the solution are strongly affected by the presence
of discontinuities in the solution. We have already discussed that if Rannacher
time-marching is applied at the dividend instances, it is possible to preserve the
convergence rate of the Crank-Nicolson method. However, by applying a nu-
merical smoothing technique called mollification, it is possible to further reduce
the error.

In essence, mollification smooths the payoff function around a discontinuity.
While the Rannacher method takes care of the temporal part of the error, mol-
lification attempts to reduce the spatial error. More specifically, mollification
reduces spurious oscillations arising in a finite difference solver. The technique
is applied at every time instant where discontinuities appear. For example, if
the stock underlying an American call option pays dividends and ñ of them
lead to early exercise, a total of ñ+ 1 discontinuities occur in the solution and
mollification is hence applied ñ+ 1 times.

The basic concept of mollification is not hard to grasp, but the mathematics
is a bit less straight-forward. Mollification makes use of a mollifier ϕ(x) that
is non-zero in an interval around the point of discontinuity, and zero elsewhere.
Another requirement is that the mollifier must be normalized. If V = V (t, S)
denotes the solution of an option contract (not necessarily an American op-
tion)16, the mollified solution, denoted by VM (t, S −K∗), centered around the
discontinuity17

K∗ := K∗k =

{
S∗k , if t = t̃dk , k = 1, ..., ñ,

K, if t = T,
(4.17)

with K∗ corresponding to the stock price at which the discontinuity occurs and
S∗k is the k:th critical ex-dividend stock price, is given by

VM (t, S −K∗) =

∫ + ε
2

− ε2
V (t, S −K∗ − x)ϕ(x)dx, (4.18)

16Here, V (t, S) is only a general contract function and is not discounted.
17(i) Because spatial part of the grid is logarithmic, the mollified payoff function must be

normalized. How this is done is described in more detail in appendix 8.2.
(ii) For notational conveniance, we drop the subscript k in K∗

k in this section. It is understood
here that K∗ = K∗

k .
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where

∫ +∞

−∞
ϕ(x)dx =

∫ + ε
2

− ε2
ϕ(x)dx = 1.

Here, ε is an integer and the interval [− ε
2 ,+

ε
2 ] corresponds to the region where

mollification is applied. The number ε depends on the number of mollification
points (see below for a short discussion on the role of the number of mollification
points).

A special case occurs when the option is a Dirac option. In reality, the Dirac
option does not exist, but it has nevertheless got some interesting mathematical
properties. The mollified payoff of a Dirac option is actually the mollifier itself,
because

VM (t, S −K∗) =

∫ +∞

−∞
V (t, S −K∗ − x)ϕ(x)dx =

∫ + ε
2

− ε2
δ(S −K∗ − x)ϕ(x)dx = ϕ(S −K∗) := ϕ(x).

The mollified payoff, ϕ(x), depends on both the payoff of the contract and the
mollifier itself. For a certain contract, the mollifier can attain several forms
depending on the number of mollification points that is being used. Indeed,
mollification can be applied using more than one point, resulting in a family
of characteristic mollified payoff functions. When one point is used, we will
refer to 1-point mollification. Analogously, if nm points are used, we will refer
to nm-point mollification. The number of mollification points that should be
used is in general dependent on contract. However, in the code I have devel-
oped, one can specify to run with either 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-point mollification18.
It should be pointed out that using more points does not necessarily result in
better smoothing. Figure 4.3 shows the error at time zero for an American call
option without dividend payments using no mollification and two-, three, and
four-point mollification, respectively. In this particular example, the 3-point
mollification formula results in the minimum L∞ error.

Which mollification formula to use requires empirical studies, but in the
empirical tests it was shown that 2-point and 3-point mollification worked out
best. In practice, try running the finite difference solver using each mollification
variant and observe which run that results in the smallest L∞ error. As a rule
of thumb, 3- or 2-point mollification is recommended.

In appendix 8.2, the mollified payoffs for a vanilla call option are presented
for one, two, three, and four points, respectively.

18The mollification formulas are provided in Section 8.2.
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Figure 4.3: The effect of applying mollification to price an
American call option written on a stock that pays no divi-
dends. Here, 1-point mollification is left out since it is highly
inefficient (in fact, 1-point mollification is worse than using
no mollification). Observe how the oscillating ripples are
taken care of by the mollifier and that 3-point-mollification
most effectively minimizes the error. In this particular ex-
ample, S0 = K = 100, r = 2.5%, T = 1, σ = 20%, D =
3, td = 0.5, N = 41, n = 0, np = 10, nm = 3, dσ = 6, and
nt = 1, nf = 2, respectively.

4.7 An Accurate Approximation of the Critical Ex-Dividend
Stock Price

This section is devoted to methods for finding an estimate of the critical ex-
dividend stock price(s). The critical ex-dividend stock price must be calculated
before mollification is applied (compare (4.17)). Not only is it required to find
an approximation of this parameter, but the estimated value must be accurate
enough because otherwise the effect of using mollification significantly reduces.

Suppose that an American call option is written on a certain dividend paying
stock and that ñ dividends lead to early exercise. That is, for each k = 1, ..., ñ,
S∗k is finite. At time ti = t̃dk the numerical critical ex-dividend stock is located
within the interval [sij∗ , s

i
j∗+1], where the approximation sij ≈ S(ti, xj) is made

for j = −M−1
2 , ..., 0, ..., M−1

2 , i = 0, ..., N − 1, and where19

19Here, the two leftmost and rightmost points in the stock dimension of the PDE grid
are excluded from the argument space. This is because higher order mollification formulas
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Figure 4.4: The ex-dividend stock price S∗k found by in-
tersecting a third-degree polynomial with the payoff line in
the early exercise interval for a certain American call option
with a dividend payment of size D = 3 at time td = 0.5.
The approximated ex-dividend stock price is shown as the
intersection between the spline polynomial (black curve) and
payoff line (blue curve).

sij∗ := argmax
j=−M−1

2 +2≤j≤M−1
2 −2

{
sij : vij > sij +Dk −K

}∣∣∣
ti=t̃dk

, k = 1, ..., ñ.

(4.19)
Note that v(ti, s

i
j) is always solved for before checking for early exercise.

Now, to find S∗k , the easiest way to proceed is by locating the point of
intersection between the straight line passing through the interval endpoints
and the payoff line that comes from exercising the option early. However, this
method is not very accurate for large dividends where the grid is coarser. A
more accurate approximation can be obtained by fitting a cubic spline between
the endpoints of the interval and finding the unique value S∗k where the spline
and the payoff line intersect. Figure 4.4 depicts the situation.

Denote by p(x) the third-degree polynomial, and let l(x) denote the straight
payoff line. If x0 := sij∗ (not to be confused with the midpoint of the grid in

the x domain) and x1 := sij∗+1 such that sij∗ < S∗k < sij∗+1, the spline and the

require two points around a discontinuity. The imposed requirement follows since higher order
mollification is used.
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straight line can be written as

{
p(x) = A(x− x0)3 +B(x− x0)2 + C(x− x0) +D,

l(x) = K(x+ x0) +m, k = 1, ..., ñ,

where A,B,C,D,m ∈ IR, respectively. Here, the term Kx+m is defined by the
first line of equation (3.11) alone, and both p(x) and l(x) are centered around
the point x0

20. If

f(x) := p(x)− l(x)

and if x∗ solves the equation21

f(x∗) = 0, (4.20)

then the critical ex-dividend stock price at time t̃dk , k = 1, ..., ñ, is given by

S∗k = x0 + x∗ = sij∗ + x∗, ti = t̃dk , k = 1, ..., ñ, (4.21)

where x0 = sij∗ and sij∗ satisfies (4.19). Moreover, the slope of the solution at
S∗k is given by

dp(x)

dx

∣∣∣
x=x0+x∗

= 3A(x− x0)2 + 2B(x− x0) + C
∣∣∣
x=x0+x∗

, (4.22)

where we note that 0 ≤ dp(x)
dx ≤ 1 for a call option always. The size of the

discontinuity, i.e. the slope of p(x), will be important when a new timestep is to
be selected within the adaptive timestepping regime. Note that at time t = T ,
the slope at S = K is exactly 1. If the size of the dividends is small, the slope
will be small and the severeness of the discontinuity diminishes.

4.8 Local and Global Truncation Error of the Crank-Nicolson
Scheme

The local truncation error (LTE) of the Crank-Nicolson scheme is particularly
important for us. This is because we can get an approximate estimate of the
global truncation error (GTE) from the expression of the local truncation error.
Why this is crucial will become clear in Section 4.10 when the method for up-
dating the timestep between dividend payments is outlined. For now, it should
suffice as a motivation that the new timestep, given that an input-specified error
tolerance has been provided, can be computed from the global truncation error.

Inspired by this, we aim at finding the local truncation error of the Crank-
Nicolson method from the test equation

20Note that the straight payoff line must be shifted by an amount Kx0 steps to the left in
order to be comparable with the cubic spline, which is indeed centered at the point x0.

21In MATLAB, f(x∗) = 0 can be solved by using symbolic calculus.
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ut = uxx. (4.23)

Note that it suffices to find the Crank-Nicolson LTE of (4.23) because we are
only interested in the temporal truncation error22. The extra advection term
does not affect the temporal error and can thus be omitted from the analysis.
In fact, on the basis of our discussion on the temporal part of the truncation
error, we could also exclude the uxx term from the analysis. By doing so, how-
ever, we will not obtain the spatial error term which acts as a proof for previous
statements of second order convergence of the Crank-Nicolson scheme.

Let uij ≈ u(ti, xj) be the approximate solution of u at the gridpoints (ti, xj).
It can be shown that the local truncation error of the Crank-Nicolson discretiza-
tion of the test equation given in (4.23) reads23

LTE(k, h) = − 1

12
k
(
k2uttt + h2uxxxx

)
+H.O.T.

Hence, the global truncation error behaves approximately as

GTE(k, h) ≈ − 1

12

(
k2uttt + h2uxxxx

)
+H.O.T.

Note that GTE(k, h) = O(k2) +O(h2), which was expected.
Omitting the spatial part of the error and dropping higher order terms, the

local and global truncation errors in time can be written as

LTE(k) =
1

12
k3uttt,

GTE(k) =
1

12
k2uttt,

(4.24)

respectively. Thus, the global truncation error is proportional to the third order
derivative with respect to time. If the stock pays no dividends or at most one
dividend, the errors can be found exactly. However, even if the stock pays more
than one dividend, it is possible to approximate the truncation error numerically.

4.9 Deriving Option Theta and Higher Order Thetas

Since the truncation errors in (4.24) are proportional to the third partial deriva-
tive with respect to time, particular attention should be paid to find an accu-
rate approximation of the derivative. Obviously, a numerical estimate is an
alternative, but it comes with problems that we will discuss more in depth in
forthcoming sections.

In fact, it is possible to express uttt analytically. We will albeit make a slight
variable change in the time variable and estimate the third order time derivative
in terms of the new variable. If the current time t ∈ (t̃dk , t̃dk+1

) for k = 1, ..., ñ,

22The spatial error is treated only at discontinuities. Certainly, the discontinuities affect
the temporal part of the error. However, since the motive is to increase the timestep between
dividends, only the temporal part is of interest in the truncation error analysis.

23Refer to Section 8.3 for details.
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define τ := t̃dk+1
− t as the time that has passed since the last discontinuity

occured. In absence of dividends, the conventional definition of τ is obtained,
i.e. τ = T − t (we can also say that the definition of τ is generalized if dividends
are taken into account). The motivation behind working with τ instead of t is
that the behaviour of uttt is directly affected by the last discontinuity. As τ
increases, |uτττ | must decrease. Motivated by this, we aim at estimating uτττ
instead of uttt.

If C is the price of an American call option expiring at time T as before,
then C = C(T − τ, S). Because the value of an American call option equals the
value of a European call option between dividends, we are mathematically com-
puting the option thetas for a sequence of American calls which can be exercised
at times t̃dk , k = 1, ..., ñ. But a sequence of American calls is mathematically
equivalent to a Bermuda call option. A Bermuda call has the property that it
only be exercised at a finite number of time instants, whereas an American call
can be exercised at an infinite number of time instants (at least in theory). It is
interesting to note that an American call is in fact a Bermuda call in the limit
as the number of exercise time instants tends to infinity. This should further
strengthen the approximation. It should also be pointed out that we only con-
cern ourselves with the non-discounted option value, C, because the discounting
factor e−rt is irrelevant for the context of this discussion.

Now, the call option thetas are defined as

θ :=
∂C

∂τ
, θτ :=

∂2C

∂τ2
, θττ :=

∂3C

∂τ3
,

respectively. The derivation of a closed-form formula for the option thetas is a
tedious calculation and fills up several sheets of paper; hence the majority of
the derivation is given in the appendix 8.4. We will only keep the major steps
in the derivation here and refer the more detail-oriented reader to part 8.4.

Now, given the analytical solution of a European call option in equation
(3.2), the option thetas can be computed by straight-forward differentiation.
However, in the following derivations we will repeatedly make use of four im-
portant relations. The notation for K, r, T, σ is as before, and we let N [d]
denote the standard normal cumulative distribution function and n[d] denote
the standard normal distribution function, respectively, with d1, d2 defined by
(3.2). The four relations are:





(1) ∂N [d]
∂d = n[d] = 1√

2π
e−

d2

2 ,

(2) ∂n[d]
∂d = −dn[d],

(3) ∂n[d]
∂τ = ∂n[d]

∂d
∂d
∂τ = −dn[d] ∂d∂τ ,

(4) Sn[d1] = Ke−rτn[d2].

(4.25)

By differentiation, the chain rule and through repeated application of the rela-
tions in (4.25), the expression for theta is computed as
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θ =
∂

∂τ

(
C(T − τ, S)

)
=

∂

∂τ

(
SN [d1]−Ke−rτN [d2]

)

= Sn[d1]
∂d1

∂τ
−Ke−rτn[d2]

∂d2

∂τ
+ rKe−rτN [d2]

= Sn[d1]
∂(d1 − d2)

∂τ
+ rKe−rτN [d2]

= Sn[d1]
∂(d1 − (d1 − σ

√
τ))

∂τ
+ rKe−rτN [d2]

=
1

2
√
τ
Sn[d1]σ + rKe−rτN [d2].

(4.26)

A small remark is that θ is strictly positive for all values of S.
The first order theta is computed directly from (4.26). By differentiation,

the chain rule and using the relations in (4.25), the time derivative of theta can
be shown to be

∂θ

∂τ
=

∂

∂τ

( 1

2
√
τ
Sn[d1]σ + rKe−rτN [d2]

)

=
Sn[d1]

4στ
√
τ

(
σ2d1d2 − 4

√
τrσd1 + 4τr2 − σ2

)
− r2Ke−rτN [d2].

(4.27)

Finally, the second order theta can be derived. Direct differentiation of (4.27)
yields the second order theta:

∂2θ

∂τ2
=

∂

∂τ

[
Sn[d1]

4στ
√
τ

(
σ2d1d2 − 4

√
τrσd1 + 4τr2 − σ2

)
− r2Ke−rτN [d2]

]

=
Sn[d1]

4στ
√
τ

[
− 3

2τ

{
σ2d1d2 − 4

√
τrσd1 + 4τr2 − σ2

}

+ σ2
{2rd1

σ
√
τ
− d2

1

τ
− σ2

2
+ r
}

+ 8r2

]

+ r3Ke−rτN [d2]− r2Sn[d2]
( r

σ
√
τ
− d1

2τ

)
.

(4.28)

4.10 Time Non-Equidistant Methods

Equation (4.24) essentially states that the truncation error of the Crank-Nicolson
method at a certain time point is proportional to the third partial derivative
of the option price with respect to time. With a slight change of variables
t 7→ t̃dk+1

− t := τ this quantity was defined as the second order theta in terms
of τ . Furthermore, we managed to find an analytical expression for a European
call option in the case of a non-dividend paying stock between two consecutive
time instants where discontinuities are known to be introduced. Although this
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formula is not entirely correct for American options on stocks with multiple
dividend payments, it should suffice as an approximation to assume that the
temporal error can be approximated with a Bermuda call (a sequence of Eu-
ropean calls) and in particular a European call between consecutive dividends
yielding early exercise. However, we claim that the timestep can be chosen in
proportion to the error at a current time instant, and hence the last discontinu-
ity only matters because that dividend has surely contributed the most to the
current error.

Now the objective is to find a method that attempts to successively increase
the timestep between two consecutive dividends yielding early exercise (natu-
rally, the timestep should not be allowed to increase if the conditions are such),
but computes a conservative timestep at each critical dividend payment instant.
In particular, between two dividends, we are only interested in a good enough ad
hoc based formula that makes use of the third order time derivative to increase
the timestep. If the error, on the other hand, at a given point in time is larger
than the tolerance level, the timestep is left unadjusted and time-marching is
done conservatively. This leads to the formulation of an algorithm based on
local behaviour of the temporal error in the numerical solution.

Aside the method that recomputes the timestep between discontinuities, an
explicit formula must be found that computes a new timestep in connection with
a dividend payment which induces early exercise. The key ingredients here are
that the new timestep must satisfy a set of constraints dependent on the slope of
the interpolation polynomial given by equation (4.22). Once these constraints
have been pinned down, an explicit formula can be formulated.

This subsection is partitioned into two parts. In the first part, we lay out
a method for adjusting the timestep at a dividend instant. These corrections
indeed lead to a time semi-non-equidistant problem. In the second part, we
outline an explicit methodology for updating the timesteps between dividend
payments. Altogether, these two methods lead to a time non-equidistant grid.
Finally, we close this subsection by discussing non-uniform differential operators.

4.10.1 Adjusting the Timestep at Dividend Instants

In 4.3.2 we derived optimal relations between a sequence of timesteps and the
fixed spatial gridstep for an American call option written on an underlying that
pays multiple known dividends. Optimal here means that the most optimal
timestep is the timestep that can be computed in terms of (4.8).

In many circumstances, equation (4.8) is often unnecessarily conservative.
When many small dividends are paid a larger timestep can in fact be taken at
the dividend instants without noticeably increasing the error. A more flexible
scheme would automatically adapt to (4.8) when the conditions are more difficult
and, in addition, compute larger timesteps than the optimal ones when the
conditions allow for that.

With ∆topt1 , ...,∆toptñ+1 denoting the sequence of optimal timesteps defined by

(4.8), where ∆toptñ+1 = ∆t = T
N−1 , the proposed formula, which is denoted by

F = F (x), must satisfy the limit values
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Figure 4.5: The critical ex-dividend stock price S∗k as a func-
tion of the size of a single dividend paid out at time td = 0.5
for an American call option expiring at time T = 1. The re-
maining parameters are as follows: S0 = 100,K = 100, r =
2.5%, and σ = 20%, respectively. Observe that the critical
ex-dividend stock price converges exponentially fast to the
strike price.





lim
dp(x)
dx →1

F (x)
∣∣∣
x=S∗k

−→ ∆toptk ,

lim
dp(x)
dx →0

F (x)
∣∣∣
x=S∗k

−→ ∆toptk+1,

lim
Dk→S0

F (x)
∣∣∣
x=S∗k

−→ ∆toptk ,

lim
Dk→D̃k

F (x)
∣∣∣
x=S∗k

−→ ∆toptk+1,

(4.29)

for each k = 1, ..., ñ and where as before dp(x)
dx is the derivative of the cubic

spline polynomial in the interval enclosing the critical ex-dividend stock price
S = S∗k .

Equation (4.29) states that when the slope of the interpolation polynomial
is close to one, the difference between the slope of the payoff function and the
interpolation polynomial is almost zero. Introducing the payoff function into
the solution hence adds an error negligably small. Conversely, if the slope of
the cubic spline polynomial is close to zero, the difference between the slope
of the payoff function and the polynomial is almost one. The result is that a
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discontinuity of approximately one unit is introduced. Apparently, such a dis-
continuity is always present at maturity since the graph of the payoff function
has the shape of a hockey stick with unit slope. In general, the timestep should
be adjusted dependent on the difference between the slope of the spline polyno-
mial and the payoff function.

The next task is to find an explicit formula that converges to the limits in
(4.29). To get started, we should acquire more knowledge about the behaviour
of S∗ for different dividends24. Consider an American call option written on
a stock which pays a dividend D > 0 at time td = 0.5 with the following pa-
rameters: S0 = 100,K = 100, r = 2.5 %, σ = 20 %, and T = 1, respectively.
Figure 4.5 shows how the critical ex-dividend stock price varies as a function of
D. Of importance here is the exponential decay of the critical ex-dividend stock
price as a function of the size of the dividend payment. Note that this quantity
converges towards infinity as the size of the dividend approaches the threshold
value (which can be determined exactly using equation (3.9)). Furthermore,
convergence towards the strike price is observed as the size of the dividend ap-
proaches K.

Now, if the critical ex-dividend stock price decays exponentially for increas-
ing D, it is reasonable to assume that the F (x) should behave similarly. Let
us assume that F (x) is any reasonable exponential function and let us make
the ansatz that it is dependent on both the size of the dividend and the slope
of the spline polynomial at the critical ex-dividend stock price. The observant
reader might question why F does not depend on only the size of the dividend
payment or the slope of the spline polynomial exclusively. The answer is that
a combination of these two dependencies results in a slightly smaller error25.
This follows since the recomputed timesteps at the dividend instants converge
faster to the optimal timestep when both the size of the dividend and the slope
are taken into account.

Fix a (discrete) time instant ti ∈ (0, T ). At time ti = t̃dk , we wish to adjust
the new timestep as a weighted average of the current optimal timestep and the
previous optimal timestep. A function that accomplishes this is of the form

F (x) = ∆toptk+1 +
[
1− e1− c

S0
(Dk−D̃k)− dp(x)dx −(1− dp(x)dx )−1

](
∆toptk −∆toptk+1

)
,

c ≥ S0, k = 1, ..., ñ,
(4.30)

where ∆toptñ+1 = ∆t, x = S∗k , c is a scale factor (in the experiments, c = S0 is
used), the first derivative of the cubic spline polynomial

dp(x)

dx
= 3A(x− x0)2 + 2B(x− x0) + C,

where x∗ = x− x0, x∗ solves f(x∗) = p(x∗)− l(x∗) = 0 (compare (4.20)), and

24We drop the subscript here and refer only to S∗ as the critical ex-dividend stock price.
25Empirical studies support this claim.
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x0 = max
−M−1

2 +2≤j≤M−1
2 −2

{
sij : v(ti, s

i
j) > sij +Dk −K

}∣∣∣
ti=t̃dk

,

ti = t̃d1 , ..., t̃dñ , k = 1, ..., ñ.

The timesteps are hence updating according to the scheme

∆t
sopt
k =




F (x)

∣∣∣
ti=t̃dk

, x = x0 + x∗, k = 1, ..., ñ,

∆toptk+1, k = ñ+ 1,

where the superscript ’sopt’ marks a sub-optimal timestep. Note that by defin-
ing F (x) in agreement with (4.30), the limits stated in (4.29) are satisfied.

The important feature in (4.30) is that the timestep is only adjusted when the
dividend leads to early exercise (otherwise there would be no need to recompute
the timestep). Moreover, we make use of the optimal relation to calculate each
new timestep, thus maintaining a conservative (although semi-conservative) ap-
proach in the lower tolerance regions.

4.10.2 Adjusting the Timestep Between Dividends

So far, we have obtained a closed-form expression for updating the timestep
at dividend instants. Next, we turn our attention to the points in time absent
from discontinuities, which is where the bulk of the computations and the real
optimization takes place. The objective is to maximize the timestep between
discontinuities such that the global truncation error never exceeds the maximum
error tolerance.

To achieve this, we define the maximum error tolerance as the maximum L∞

error that is allowed at any given time point. We denote the maximum tolerance
error by εm, where the subscript signifies that it is the maximum allowed error.
Although εm can be made arbitrarily small, there exists a lower error bound that
cannot be crossed. In other words, even if the user demands an error εm ∼ 10−6,
such a small error is often far less than what can be achieved by choosing the
number of timesteps in the interval [30, 60]; hence any attempts to increase the
timestep become effectless26. Analogously, if a very large upper error bound
can be allowed, the recomputed timestep cannot exceed the length of the time
interval between two adjacent dividends that exceed the critical dividend size.
Two fractional timesteps are also taken with the backward Euler method which
lowers the upper bound of the maximum timestep that can actually be obtained.

A requirement for each formula that updates the timestep within the time
non-equidistant framework is that each formula must be capable of outputting
the timesteps used in a semi-equidistant grid. An algorithm that reduces to the
equidistant or semi-equidistant case in the limits is not only a highly attractive
feature, but also an indication of robustness. Because the intermediate timesteps
are computed with respect to εm, it is indirectly the user who controls how fast
the algorithm will execute. Therefore, one can also view the maximum error

26In industrial applications, it is common to choose N somewhere between 30 and 60.
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tolerance as the maximum user-specified error tolerance.
Fix any time t ∈ (t̃dk , t̃dk+1

). Denote by εt the approximate temporal global
discretization error in the Crank-Nicolson scheme at time t. This error was
derived already in Section 4.8. By equation (4.24) and using that t 7→ t̃dk+1

−t =
τ , the error at time t can be written as

εt =
1

12
∆t2θττ , (4.31)

where θττ is given by (4.28). Since the sought timestep is found in the current
iteration, the computed error is with respect to the timestep from the previous
iteration.

One might ask at which point the error is computed. In the discretized
world, the error can be computed for any sij , where j = −M−1

2 , ..., M−1
2 . Of

course, one can compute M different errors and therefore M different timesteps
and try to combine them in some clever way, but we are only interested in the
error close to the critical ex-dividend stock prices. Therefore, it suffices to study
the error at these points. The best way to achieve the latter is by studying the
error at the previous critical ex-dividend stock price.

Following this reasoning, we denote by ε∗ti the approximate temporal global

discretization error at grid point vij∗ , where ti ∈ (t̃dk , t̃dk+1
) is the current time

and sij∗ is closest in distance to S∗k+1; that is,

j∗ := argmin
j=−M−1

2 ≤j≤M−1
2

∣∣∣sij −K∗k+1

∣∣∣, ti ∈ (t̃dk , t̃dk+1
), k = 1, ..., ñ,

where K∗k+1 is defined by means of (4.17). This implies that |sij∗ − K∗k+1| is

minimized for j = j∗. Let also τi := t̃dk+1
−ti be the (discrete) time elapsed since

the last dividend payment yielding early exercise or expiry. If ∆ti+1 denotes the
previous timestep and ∆ti denotes the timestep that shall be computed in the
current iteration, the discretized version of (4.31) at the grid point pair (ti, s

i
j∗)

reads

ε∗ti =
1

12
∆t2i+1(θττ )ij∗ . (4.32)

By now, it could be appropriate to briefly comment on the behaviour of an adap-
tive timestepping solver. Working with a time non-equidistant grid means that
the number of timesteps and the length of the timesteps are unknown quantities
prior to execution. These quantities are determined at runtime. However, we
know that t̃dk = ti must hold for each k = 1, ..., ñ and hence the number of
timesteps is bounded from below by the number of dividend payments exceed-
ing the critical dividend size plus one (expiry).

At this point, we are ready to give the intermediate timestep update formula.
This will require the definition of the indicator function

1A(x) =

{
1, x ∈ A,
0, x /∈ A,
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where A is a subset of X. The indicator function is useful for separating between
two subsets. In our case, we want to distinguish between the case where the
error is larger than the maximum error tolerance (ε∗ti > εm) and the case where
the error is less than or equal to the maximum error tolerance (ε∗ti ≤ εm).

Given that the current time instant ti ∈ (t̃dk , t̃dk+1
), the new timestep can then

be computed by means of

∆ti = ∆t
sopt
k+1

[
1 +

εm
|ε∗ti |

]
1{ε∗ti≤εm} + ∆ti+11{ε∗ti>εm},

ti ∈ (t̃dk , t̃dk+1
), 1 ≤ k ≤ ñ.

(4.33)

The updated timestep ∆ti is hence inversely proportional to the current Crank-
Nicolson error and scaled by the last sub-optimal timestep provided that the
maximum error tolerance is not exceeded. Otherwise, the updated timestep is
left unchanged.

Let us pause for a moment and reflect over the form of equation (4.33). We
can already now suspect that if the maximum error tolerance is very low, the
solver will repeatedly check whether the timestep can be increased. Each check
is associated with a given cost. In the worst case scenario, N−1 checks are made
without increasing the timestep even once. Therefore it is perfectly plausible
that the adaptive solver cuts performance instead of boosting performance. In
relative terms, this cost should decrease as N increases, since the more compu-
tational heavy parts of the algorithm will dominate the total execution time.
In particular, there should exist an ε∗m such that the time of execution of the
adaptive solver in the worst case scenario equals the execution time from run-
ning the same problem with the optimal timesteps.

4.10.3 Comments on Numerical Approximation of the Second Order
Theta

We have already mentioned that a numerical approximation of the second order
theta might not be a good approximation. In the following, we will restrict
ourselves to point out the major problem associated with a numerical approxi-
mation of this quantity.

If vij is an approximation of the American call option value as before, we
have that

θττ := Cτττ ≈ D3v
Ñ−1−i
j

at (τi, xj), i = 0, 1, ..., Ñ − 1. Here, D3 is a third order non-uniform five-point
central finite difference operator and [t0, tÑ−1] = [0, T ] defines the time domain

boundaries, where Ñ is an integer determined at runtime satisfying

Ñ−1∑

i=1

∆ti = T.
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One approximation of D3 can be found in [9] and is of the form

D3v
i
j =

6

∆ti+2(∆ti+2 + ∆ti+1 + ∆ti)(∆ti+2 + ∆ti+1 + ∆ti + ∆ti−1)
vi+2
j

− 6

∆ti+2(∆ti+1 + ∆ti)(∆ti+1 + ∆ti + ∆ti−1)
vi+1
j

+
6

∆ti−1(∆ti+1 + ∆ti)(∆ti+2 + ∆ti+1 + ∆ti)
vi−1
j

− 6

∆ti−1(∆ti+1 + ∆ti + ∆ti−1)(∆ti+2 + ∆ti+1 + ∆ti + ∆ti−1)
vi−2
j

(4.34)
Note here that the point vij carries zero weight and that the approximation
requires two adjacent values from the previous two iterations and likewise two
values from two nextcoming iterations. Moreover, an often imposed requirement
is that a non-uniform finite difference operator must collapse to its uniform
counterpart when the steplengths are equated. In technical terms one says that
the formula is consistent. Indeed, when ∆ti = ∆t for all i, the formula given by
(4.34) reduces to the standard five-point, second order formula,

D3v
i
j =

∆ti→∆t

1

2∆t3
(vi+2
j − 2vi+1

j + 2vi−1
j − vi−2

j ).

Based on the previous discussion, it is clear that a numerical third order approx-
imation of θττ cannot be computed at the current time instant. The computa-
tions must instead be performed with respect to the time instant preceeding the
last iteration. More precisely, if ti is the current time, we conduct the approx-
imation D3v

i
j ≈ D3v

i+2
j . At a first glance, this might not seem problematic,

but the approximation is sensitive to the length of the timestep. The reality
is that |D3v

i
j | can exhibit large oscillations after a discontinuity has distorted

the solution; hence the approximation loses robustness. Moreover, one must al-
ways check that ti+4 ≤ T (a necessary condition) provided that ti ∈ (t̃dk , t̃dk+1

).
To avoid approximating around a discontinuity, we impose the more restrictive
constraint that ti+4 ≤ t̃dk+1

, which essentially means that the right-most point
in the computational stencil cannot lie beyond the time instant where the last
discontinuity occured.

Another important concern is that by using a numerical approximation pro-
cedure of the third order derivative it is possible that the maximum error toler-
ance is violated. Because the approximation is done at each timestep, the errors
accumulate over time.

4.11 Extensions of the Current Model

In industrial applications, the standard geometric Brownian motion given in
(2.3) is not accurate enough for describing the evolution of the stock price over
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time. Assuming constant volatility is obviously not only a poor approximation
but also empirically erroneous. Real stock prices do not follow idealized geo-
metric Brownian motions, and neither does volatility remain constant over time.
In industrial modelling, local volatility models are often used. In the standard
Black-Scholes model, the only source of uncertainty lies in the randomness in
the stock price. This uncertainty is fully incorporated in the volatility. But in
a local volatility model, volatility itself is a stochastic function dependent on
both the time and current stock price. Instead of allowing for one source of
randomness, local volatility models add another source of uncertainty; namely,
the uncertainty in the volatility itself.

Incorporating time dependent volatility is actually trivial. The discretization
variables given in (4.3) that appear in the tri-diagonal matrices defining the lin-
ear system of equations (4.1) include the volatility term. Letting σ = σ(t, S) im-
plies that the volatility must be computed for each stock price at each timestep.
Let us investigate how much extra computational cost that comes with time de-
pendent volatility. Working with an equidistant grid adds both the cost of com-
puting the volatility for each stock price and the cost of updating the matrices
A and B appearing in the system of linear equations. But in a non-equidistant
grid, the matrices defining the linear system of equations that is solved at each
timestep must be updated regardless of whether local volatility is used or not.
Clearly, the extra computational cost arising from incorporating time dependent
volatility only comes from the function that computes the volatility since the
time dependent matrices must be updated regardlessly.

Other extensions to the current model include allowance for non-constant
interest rates. But unlike time dependent volatility, incorporating time depen-
dent interest rates comes with an extra computational cost that adds directly to
the current cost. As for today, there are many short-rate models available that
can be employed for updating the short-tem interest rate (see e.g. Hull [5]).
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5 Results

This section presents the numerical results for the timestepping schemes that
have been addressed so far. We will essentially distinguish between two test
cases: the reference case and the fully time non-equidistant case. Then we
continue by defining a set of metrics to be used for evaluating the accuracy
and performance of each method. With these in hand, the performance of the
time non-equidistant timestepping scheme can be analyzed. In particular, the
performance measurements include the cases when the underlying pays zero
dividends, one dividend, and multiple dividends, respectively. In particular, we
aim at studying the error as a function of the size of the computational grid and
the maximum error tolerance.

The results are presented in Figure 5.1 to 5.6.

5.1 Metric Definitions

The test cases are defined as follows. In the first test case (test case 1), the
timestep is chosen according to the optimal relation defined by (4.7) or (4.8)
dependent on whether the stock pays dividends or not. In the second test case
(test case 2), the timestep is updated in agreement with equation (4.33) between
dividends and by means of equation (4.30) at dividend instants. These two test
cases can be summarized below.

Case 1: The timestep is adjusted only at times when a discontinuity is

introduced in the solution by means of the optimal relation defined

by (4.7) (in case the stock pays no dividends), or (4.8) (in case the

stock pays one or more dividends)

Case 2: The timestep is adjusted accordingly as in (4.30) when a dividend

is paid out, and by means of (4.33) between occurences of

discontinuities

Any given test case is evaluated with respect to a set of performance metrics.
One of these metrics is the max error at time t = 0, which can be computed
by utilizing (4.6). In addition, we define the error bound utilization degree,
evaluated at time zero, which is the observed L∞ error, εi|ti=0, divided by the
maximum error tolerance, εm. Let this error be denoted by ε0. The error bound
utilization degree, ε0, quoted in %, is computed as

ε0 :=
εti
εm

∣∣∣
ti=0

(%). (5.1)

The error bound utilization degree is important because it unveils how much of
the error that has been ’utilized’ at time zero. Of course, it would be almost
impossible to keep the utilization degree close to 100 % for large εm; this is
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partly because the new timesteps are calculated only if the truncation error is
small enough but also because the temporal error in the Crank-Nicolson method
decreases quadratically with the timestep (provided that second order conver-
gence is retained after the smoothing techniques have been made). The error
bound utilization degree also tells whether the user-specified error tolerance is
violated. Obviously, it is possible to choose εm arbitrarily small, but it does not
make sense to plot ε0 for error levels less than the minimum error that can be
obtained with any of the test cases.

The next metric that we will study is the average timestep length, abbrevi-
ated as ∆tavg. When εm is varied, the average timestep length is measured in
units of the initial timestep, ∆t = T

N−1 , the latter being the initial and optimal
timestep with respect to time zero for a non-dividend paying stock by means of
equation (4.7). When N is varied, the average timestep length is measured in
terms of the optimal timestep at each time instant.

Moreover, we define T1, T2 as the execution time for test case i = 1, 2. The
execution time is measured in seconds. To get a reliable estimate of the execu-
tion time for each test case, the solver was run ten times and the median value
was recorded. The absolute execution time (for a given test case) can however
only be interpreted in relative terms, which is why the speed up metric has been
introduced (see below).

An important remark concerns the measurement of the execution time.
When measuring execution time, the matrices A and B defining the linear
system of equations are updated at each timestep, regardless of whether the
timestep changed or not. On basis of the discussion of time dependent volatility
in part 4.11, this does not only make the measurements relevant from an indus-
trial point of view (where time dependent volatility models are certainly used)
but also facilitates more accurate comparison between the different test cases.

The last and most important metric is the speed up. Let the speed up for
test case i be denoted by Spi . In this thesis, speed up is defined as the total
execution time for test case 1 divided by the total execution time when for test
case 2. The reason for choosing case 1 as the benchmark case is because we
expect that choosing the timesteps in accordance with equation (4.8) should
minimize the error at time t = 0. Mathematically, the speedup for test case i is
defined as

Spi :=
T1

Ti
, i = 1, 2. (5.2)

Note that Sp1 = 1 by definition.
The speed up metric is probably the most important metric among these,

but it should be interpreted with caution. Remember to always evaluate speed
up together with the observed error.

5.2 Parameter Settings

There is a large variety of ways to set the different parameters within this
option pricing model. For instance, the initial stock price, the strike price, the
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risk-free interest rate, the time to expiry and volatility, respectively, must all
be specified. Moreover, other parameters controlling the number of dividend
payments, the size of the computational grid, and the maximum error tolerance
must be specified. Table 1 summarizes the ingoing parameters in this model
along with corresponding abbreviations.

Table 1: A compilation of the input parameters used for
valuing a particular American option contract. The name
of the parameter is given in the left column, and the cor-
responding notation is specified in the right column. Note
that parameters that can be derived from these are not in-
cluded.

Parameter Notation

Initial stock price S0

Strike price K
Risk-free interest rate r
Time of expiry T
Time to expiry/last dividend payment τ
Volatility of the underlying stock σ
Size of single dividend D
Time of single dividend payment td
Size of dividend payment k Dk

Time of dividend payment k tdk
Grid standard deviation dσ
Maximum error tolerance εm
Number of dividends n
Number of mollification points nm
Number of interpolation points np
Number of initial timesteps N
Number of complete Rannacher timesteps nt
Number of fractional Rannacher timesteps nf

In the following test scenarios, we will compare the different test cases against
a particular American call option written on a particular stock. We will con-
sider an American call option on a stock that pays no dividends, one dividend,
and two dividends in [0, T ], respectively. Let us pick a stock with the following
parameters: S0 = K = 100, r = 2.5 %, T = 1, and σ = 20 %. Letting S0 = K
means that the stock is initially at the money, which is the case in many option
contracts. In the event that the stock pays dividends, D = 3, td = 0.5 (the
single dividend case) and D1 = 4.0, D2 = 1.5, td1 = 0.65, and td2 = 0.3 (the
double dividend case), respectively.

Let us initialize the remaining parameters as follows: the number of inter-
polation points, np = 10, the number mollification points, nm = 3, the grid
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standard deviation, dσ = 8, and the number of complete and fractional Ran-
nacher timesteps, nt = 1, nf = 2, respectively. The two remaining parameters,
the initial number of timesteps, N , and the maximum error tolerance, εm, will
fixed and varied (but not simultaneously) in the performance tests in the up-
coming two subsections 5.3 and 5.4.

5.3 Fixing the Number of Initial Timesteps

Consider the stock and the parameter values specified in Section 5.2. FixN = 41
(the number of gridpoints in time with a uniform grid) and let us study how
the different metrics scale when εm is varied. In reality, it is common to pick N
somewhere between 30 and 60 timesteps. Thus, a good choice of N to ’stress
test’ the timestepping methods is to choose N = 41.

5.3.1 Speed up

We start by studying speed up. Speed up is computed by means of equation
(5.2) and is calculated for each εm for a stock with a fixed number of dividend
payments. Figure 5.1 shows the speed up when the stock pays no dividends (blue
curve), one dividend (red curve), and two dividends (black curve), respectively.
It can be observed that the speed up scales exponentially in the case of a stock
with no dividends payments, whereas the speed up increases only marginally
when one or more dividends are paid27. Moreover, in contrast to the case when
the stock pays two dividends, the speed up is larger in the single dividend case.

27Note that the x axis is plotted in logarithmic scale.
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Figure 5.1: Speed up for the time non-equidistant timestep-
ping regime (test case 2) for increasing values of εm for an
American call option on a stock paying no dividends (blue
curve), one dividend (red curve), and two dividends (black
curve), respectively, during the lifespan of the option de-
fined by the set of parameters given in part 5.2. The speed
up is observably smaller when the stock pays dividends. In
contrast, when no dividends are paid out, the speed up in-
creases exponentially as εm gets larger.

5.3.2 Observed Error and the Error Bound Utilization Degree

Next, let us analyze how the error bound utilization degree behaves for the
three stocks. Figure 5.2 shows how ε0 varies against increasing values of the
maximum tolerance level when the stock pays no dividends (blue curve), one
dividend (red curve), and two dividends (black curve), respectively. The error
bound utilization degree decays essentially by the same factor for each case. The
decay is smooth when the stock pays dividends, with the single difference that
the curve for the stock paying two dividends is parallel shifted to the left. The
non-dividend paying stock shows overall a smooth decay, but for large εm the
error bound utilization degree gets more oscillatory. However, independent of
whether the stock pays dividends or not, the joint behaviour is that the smaller
the maximum tolerance level, the higher the value of ε0, and vice versa.

Figure 5.2 shows that the error increase tends to be small when ε increases,
at least when the underlying stock pays dividends. To get a grasp of the general
behaviour, consider how the observed error (measured in L∞/max norm; c.f.
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Figure 5.2: Error bound utilization degree as a function
of the maximum error tolerance (εm) for an American call
option on a stock paying no dividends (blue curve), one
dividend (red curve), and two dividends (black curve), re-
spectively, during the life of the option defined by the set of
parameters given in part 5.2. The general trend is that the
error bound utilization degree decreases exponentially as εm
increases.

(4.6)) changes with εm at time zero. Figure 5.3 shows such a plot when the
algorithm is run with a non-dividend paying stock, a single dividend paying
stock, and a double dividend paying stock, respectively, for test case 1 (the
dashed lines) and test case 2 (the continuous lines). When n ≥ 1, the error
decreases with increasing maximum error tolerance values, whereas the same
pattern can be observed for the non-dividend paying stock for values of εm up
to ∼ 3 · 10−3. For larger values of εm, the behaviour becomes more and more
oscillatory.
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Figure 5.3: Observed error at time t = 0 as a function of the
maximum error tolerance (εm) for an American call option
on a stock paying no dividends (blue curve), one dividend
(red curve), and two dividends (black curve), respectively,
during the lifetime of the option defined by the set of pa-
rameters given in part 5.2. The dashed curves display the
error generated with the reference test case. Most notice-
able is the error decrease for the test cases as εm increases,
except in the case of the non-dividend stock where there is
a point ε∗m ≈ 3 · 10−3 at which the error starts oscillating.

5.3.3 Average Timestep Length

Figure 5.4 shows the average timestep length (measured in units of the initial
timestep) plotted as a function of the maximum error tolerance when the stock
pays no dividends (blue curve), one dividend (red curve), and two dividends
(black curve), respectively. By comparing Figure 5.1 to Figure 5.4 it can be
seen that the average timestep is highly correlated with speed up as expected.
A small difference is that the timestep increases in a more stepwise manner.
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Figure 5.4: Average timestep length (measured in units of
∆t = T/(N − 1)) as a function of the maximum error toler-
ance (εm) for an American call option on a stock paying no
dividends (blue curve), one dividend (red curve), and two
dividends (black curve), respectively, during the lifespan of
the option defined by the set of parameters given in part
5.2. The average timestep is highly correlated with speed
up (compare Figure 5.1).

5.4 Fixing the Maximum Error Tolerance

We consider again the same stock with the set of parameters initialized in 5.2.
Let us fix the maximum error tolerance and let the number of gridpoints in
time, N , be a free parameter. We are interested in observing how the speed
up varies for increasing N when εm is chosen as the L∞ error at time zero for
reference case (test case 1) when the stock pays no, one, and two dividends,
respectively. Such curves show how much gain that can be obtained with a finer
grid when the maximum error tolerance is chosen conservatively. Not only does
the number of points in time change with N but also the number of stock price
gridpoints, M , with a factor of dσ.

Figure 5.5 shows how the speed up changes with the number of gridpoints
in time when the maximum error tolerance is computed by means of the opti-
mal relation (test case 1) for each N . We can distinguish between two cases.
When the stock pays no dividends, essentially constant speed up is obtained
independent of N . When dividends are paid, the graph of the speed up curve
takes the form of the graph of a stretched arctan function. However, unlike
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Figure 5.5: Speed up for the time non-equidistant timestep-
ping scheme for increasing number of gridpoints in time with
εm chosen minimally for an American call option on a stock
paying no dividends (blue curve), one dividend (red curve),
and two dividends (black curve), respectively, during the
life of the option defined by the set of parameters given in
part 5.2. The dividend paying stocks give rise to a slow
down instead of a speed up which decreases as N increases.
When the stock pays no dividends, the speed up increases
only marginally as N gets larger.

the non-dividend stock paying case, choosing the timesteps optimally does not
save computational time even when the number of gridpoints in time is large
(∼ 200).

Figure 5.6 shows how the average timestep scales with increasing N for each
scenario. The average timestep is here measured in units of the optimal timestep
at each time instant. Despite the earlier differences between the non-dividend
and dividend paying stocks, the average timestep length remains surprisingly
constant for N ∈ [10, 220]. When the stock pays no dividends, the average
timestep is larger as compared to the case when the timesteps are chosen con-
servatively.
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Figure 5.6: Average timestep in terms of the average
timestep in test case 1 for the time non-equidistant timestep-
ping scheme with increasing number of gridpoints in time
for an American call option on a stock paying no dividends
(blue curve), one dividend (red curve), and two dividends
(black curve), respectively, during the lifetime of the option
defined by the set of parameters given in part 5.2. The
timestep tends to remain fairly constant as the number of
gridpoints in time increases.
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6 Discussion

This thesis has addressed how and during which conditions the speed of solving
the American call option pricing problem can be increased when the underlying
stock pays known dividends. In particular, we have formulated the problem us-
ing finite differences and derived two explicit formulas for updating the timestep
at dividend instants and between dividend payments. In the results section, we
investigated the performance of solving the problem with a time non-equidistant
grid and compared the results to the performance of solving the problem conser-
vatively with a semi time non-equidistant grid using the optimal relation given
by (4.8). In the tests we considered an at-the-money stock option. Moreover,
we concentrated upon two cases; the first whereof the number of initial grid-
points in time (N) was fixed and the maximum error tolerance (εm) was varied;
the other whereof the number of initial gridpoints in time was varied and the
maximum error tolerance was fixed and chosen as the L∞ error at time zero
with the optimal test case method (test case 1). This section will now explain
the results.

In the first tests, we observed the speed up, the error bound utilization
degree, the L∞ error at time zero, and the average timestep length for a non-
dividend paying stock, a stock with a single dividend payment, and a stock
paying two dividends, respectively, as a function of the maximum error toler-
ance and presented the results in Figure 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. Figure 5.1 showed
that when no dividends are present, it is possible to gain twice the speed up for
εm ≈ 10−2. When one or more dividends were present, significantly less speed
up was observed; approximately 20 % was gained at most for one dividend pay-
ment and 15 % at most for two dividends (for εm ≈ 10−2). However, Figure
5.2 showed that the error bound utilization degree decreases exponentially for
increasing maximum error tolerances. This means the larger the maximum er-
ror tolerance, the less of the error has been utilized. To see how the actual
error changes with the maximum error tolerance, the sequence of L∞ errors for
increasing εm (compare Figure 5.3) was plotted. Figure 5.3 can be interpretated
from two different angles. The first way of interpretation is that the formulas
controlling the length of the timestep between dividends, presented via equation
(4.33), does not compute the timestep large enough. How can this be? Give
it a second’s thought. The first explanation is that the timestep is only up-
dated when the error does not exceed the maximum error tolerance; hence the
timestep is not always updated (the update frequency decreases with the num-
ber of dividends). Secondly, given that the Crank-Nicolson scheme is second
order convergent, large local errors (due to large timesteps) will have damp-
ened significantly (provided that a discontinuity has not occured very close to
time zero) at the time of termination [time zero]. The crucial point is the fol-
lowing: Even though the L∞ error in a local neighbourhood is large but not
larger than the maximum error tolerance, it is possible to maintain second order
convergence by incorporating mollification (smoothing in space) and Rannacher
time-marching (stabilization in time). Hence, it is not surprising that the error
bound utilization degree decreases exponentially for increasing maximum error
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tolerances.
By now, one might question why the optimal relation is really called optimal

given that it is even possible to obtain a smaller error (measured in L∞ norm)
with a time non-equidistant grid. The answer is that the optimal relation is
only optimal within an equidistant grid between two time instants t1 and t2.
When ∆t has been fixed, the steplength in space, ∆x, is given by the opti-
mal relation. Hence, the optimal relation does not guarantee that the error is
minimized when the timesteps are altered during the time of execution. Nev-
ertheless, conservative estimates of the timestep at discontinuous time points
were expected to minimize the max error. The conclusion from Figure 5.3 is
that at least in presence of dividends and where the time between two dividends
is not too large, the error decreases with increasing εm. Therefore, in practice,
the optimal timestepping scheme can be safely substituted for the time non-
equidistant timestepping scheme given appropriate choices of εm.

Recall that the interpretation of the maximum error tolerance is the maxi-
mum local error that is allowed at a given time instant28. By local we mean that
only the instanteneous error is considered and not the final (time-zero) error.
In practice, conducting an error ε2 at time t2 implies that the corresponding
error at time t1 amounts to ε1, where it holds that ε1 ≤ ε2 with strict inequality
if t1 < t2. It also means that it is possible to conduct a larger error locally
than the maximum error tolerance allows for. However, the latter poses several
complications. First of all, one must have knowledge about the exact damp-
ing frequency (constants included). Modelling the damping frequency means
that an explicit formula governing the damping must be found. Equation (4.33)
would hence also need to incorporate the fraction of the error that is expected to
disperse during the remaining time. From the analysis, we know that the Crank-
Nicolson method is second order convergent, but excluding constants and only
surely without discontinuities and non-uniform timesteps29.

The details from the past discussion must of course be worked out here, but
even if an explicit formula can be found and calibrated, it is not necessarily true
that it would be stable. As a case of reference, the Crank-Nicolson error was
also estimated with the non-uniform third order time derivative operator given
in equation (4.34). Despite not having provided any experimental results on
the performance of approximating the derivative by this operator, it has been
observed that the stability of the error estimation procedure is worse than the
corresponding analytical approximation. As explained earlier, the instability
arises because the derivative is computed two timesteps back in time which, at
least close to a discontinuity, is not a good approximation. Trivially, one could
choose to alter between the analytical and numerical approximations, but it is
unlikely to improve the results.

The accuracy can also be further analyzed for even larger values of the max-
imum error tolerance. For a dividend paying stock, of particular interest would

28Recall that the maximum error tolerance is an upper bound for the instanteneous temporal
global Crank-Nicolson discretization error.

29As we showed, however, it was indeed observed that the error decreased even in a fully
non-equidistant framework.
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be the threshold value of εm when the error at t = 0 becomes oscillatory (com-
pare the threshold value ∼ 3 · 10−3 for the non-dividend paying stock).

In conclusion, it is favourable that the error can be decreased with a larger
timestep. The results imply that a small amount of time can be saved even when
there are dividends present in the solution. However, the amount of time saved
decreases with the number of dividends. By contrast, when no dividends are
paid out, a considerable amount of time can be saved. However, this amounts to
choosing εm such that the oscillatory region is avoided. As an extension of the
current model, future work can be devoted for resolving the damping problem.
In particular, this amounts to relaxing the condition that ε∗ti ≤ εm at every
time instant. A yet more realistic model would also account for non-constant
volatility and time dependent interest rates.
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7 Conclusion

This thesis has addressed the numerical aspects of using finite differences to
price an American call option written on a stock with discrete dividend pay-
ments. Apart from implementing an accurate finite difference solver based on
the Crank-Nicolson scheme that meets these objectives, the main objective has
been to minimize the computational time of the solver. To achieve the latter, a
method has been proposed for laying out each timestep in the grid step by step.
We distinguished between computing the timestep at the time of a dividend
payment including maturity, and at times between dividend payments. The
results were compared to a reference case where the timesteps are computed
conservatively according to an equation referred to as the optimal relation (c.f.
(4.8)).

The first formula, given by (4.30), recomputes the timestep at a dividend
instance yielding early exercise whereas the second formula, stated in (4.33),
checks whether the timestep can be increased between two dividends. It is im-
portant to emphasize that the timesteps are only recomputed conservatively for
each dividend leading to early exercise. A quantity, referred to as the maximum
error tolerance, was defined as the maximum error measured in infinity norm
at a given point in time, and has a significant role in determining the updated
timestep [between two consecutive dividends yielding early exercise].

In the test scenario, a stock was picked with zero, one, and two dividends,
and the solver was run for increasing values of the maxiumum error tolerance. It
was observed that it is possible to obtain a smaller error as opposed to the refer-
ence case, even for large tolerance levels (∼ 10−2) provided that the stock pays
dividends. The downside was that the speed up was limited to the 15 − 20 %
region. For the non-dividend paying stock, twice the speed up was observed for
tolerance levels of order 10−2, but the results showed that the error behaviour
becomes oscillatory. The conclusion is that too large values of εm would be po-
tentially unstable, and for long-dated options on stocks with dividends spread
out evenly in time the same behaviour can be expected to occur30. However,
despite that it always holds that the maximum error tolerance provides an upper
bound for the error at any given point in time in the solution, it was never ob-
served that the error bound utilization degree (the degree of the error that was
utilized) was constant for increasing tolerance levels. Future work might rule
out whether it is possible to adjust for the built-in damping mechanism in the
Crank-Nicolson scheme. Since the maximum error tolerance is the maximum
locally allowed error, it could be possible to choose the timestep with respect to
non-local information about the error, i.e in this case, based on an estimate of
the size of the error that should have dispersed during the remaining execution
time. This amounts to modelling the damping frequency in the Crank-Nicolson
scheme explicitly.

Although the performance of the finite difference solver depends on the pres-

30Indeed, as the time between two dividends tends to infinity, the American call on a non-
dividend paying stock would behave exactly (in an error sense) as a similar call option but on
a dividend paying stock. However, this is a purely mathematical remark.
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ence of dividends in the solution, it has been shown that it is possible to both
increase the timestep and decrease the error relative the case when the timesteps
are chosen optimally. However, this is only true when the time interval between
two discontinuities is small enough, and for a certain range of the the maximum
error tolerance. In agreement with the error behaviour for the non-dividend
paying stock, in the case of stock dividends the error is expected to become
oscillatory for wider gaps between dividends. In terms of speed up, by choosing
the maximum error tolerance appropriately an American call on a non-dividend
stock can be valued approximately 50 % faster while simultaneously reducing
the error compared to the reference case. The corresponding American call on
a dividend paying stock would only see a speed up ranging from approximately
7−8 % up to 17−18% depending on whether one or two dividends are paid out.
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8 Appendix

The appendix section is devoted to tedious derivations that were omitted in main
part of the report. This section starts by laying out a step-by-step derivation of
the advection-diffusion version of the Black-Scholes partial differential equation
(Section 8.1). It then presents the mollification formulas (Section 8.2), derives
the local truncation error of the Crank-Nicolson scheme (Section 8.3), and goes
through the details in the derivation of the higher order option thetas (Section
8.4).

8.1 Deriving an Advection-Diffusion Version of the Black-
Scholes Partial Differential Equation

Starting from the original Black-Scholes partial differential equation

∂C

∂t
+ gS

∂C

∂S
+

1

2
σ2S2 ∂

2C

∂S2
− rC = 0

we define the discounted value function

V (t, S) = e−rtC(t, S).

The partial derivatives in terms of the original dependent variable C can be
expressed as

∂C

∂t
= rertV (t, S) + ert

∂V

∂t
,

∂C

∂S
= ert

∂V

∂S
,

∂2C

∂S2
= ert

∂2V

∂S2
,

respectively. Inserting these partial derivatives into the Black-Scholes equation
yields

∂V

∂t
+ gS

∂V

∂S
+

1

2
σ2S2 ∂

2V

∂S2
= 0.

To proceed, let F denote the forward price of S with respect to τ . Defining

{
F = Seg(T−τ),

τ = t,

yields the partial derivatives with respect to F and τ :
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∂V

∂F
=
∂V (t(F ), S(F ))

∂F
=
∂V

∂t

∂t

∂F︸︷︷︸
0

+
∂V

∂S

∂S

∂F︸︷︷︸
e−g(T−τ)

=
∂V

∂S
e−g(T−τ),

∂2V

∂F 2
=
∂(∂V∂S e

−g(T−τ))

∂F
= e−g(T−τ))

∂2V

∂S2

∂S

∂F
= e−2g(T−τ))

∂2V

∂S2
,

∂V

∂τ
=
∂V (t(τ), S(τ))

∂τ
=
∂V

∂t

∂t

∂τ︸︷︷︸
1

+
∂V

∂S

∂S

∂τ︸︷︷︸
gFe−g(T−τ)

=
∂V

∂t
· 1

+
∂V

∂S
gFe−g(T−τ) =

∂V

∂t
+ gF

∂V

∂S
e−g(T−τ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∂V
∂F

=
∂V

∂t
+ gF

∂V

∂F
,

Substituting ∂V
∂t ,

∂V
∂S ,

∂2V
∂S2 for ∂V

∂τ ,
∂V
∂F ,

∂2F
∂S2 , respectively, results in the following

PDE:

−∂V
∂τ

=
1

2
σ2F 2 ∂

2V

∂F 2
.

The last substitution invokes yet another transformation variable. Denote this
variable by x, which is defined as the logarithm of the ratio between the forward
price at time τ with respect to the forward price at time 0:

x = ln
( F
F0

)
⇐⇒ F = F0e

x.

At this moment, we re-substitute τ = t and analogously compute the partial
derivatives in terms of x using the chain rule as

∂V

∂x
=
∂V (t(x), F (x))

∂x
=
∂V

∂t

∂t

∂x︸︷︷︸
0

+
∂V

∂F

∂F

∂x︸︷︷︸
F

=
∂V

∂F
F,

∂2V

∂x2
=
∂(F ∂V

∂F )

∂x
=
∂V

∂F

∂F

∂x
+ F

∂2V

∂F 2

∂F

∂x
=
∂V

∂F
F

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∂V
∂x

+F 2 ∂
2V

∂F 2
=
∂V

∂x
+ F 2 ∂

2V

∂F 2
,

respectively. Substituting ∂2V
∂F 2 for ∂2V

∂x2 yields the transformed Black-Scholes
equation

−∂V
∂t

=
1

2
σ2
(∂2V

∂x2
− ∂V

∂x

)
.
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8.2 Mollification

In the current implementation, the spatial discretization of the underlying par-
tial differential equation (the advection-diffusion version of Black-Scholes’ PDE,
compare (2.7)) that we are solving is constant. However, in practice we are ex-
pressing the value function in terms of stock prices. Equation (4.12) gives the
corresponding stock prices for each x in the PDE grid for a given fixed time
instance. The form of the equation implies that the distance between stock
prices is logarithmic. Since mollification is applied in the stock price domain, it
is hence necessary to account for the logarithmic distance between each pair of
gridpoints.

As before, we denote by ε the length of the interval where the mollifier has a
non-zero value defined with respect to the strike price or possibly the critical ex-

dividend stock price; this variable was defined as K∗. Further, let η :=
sij−sij−1

sij−1

denote the relative difference in stock price between any consecutive pair of
gridpoints31. We also define u := 1 + η as the factor between every gridstep. If
∆S denotes the ’locally equidistant’ distance between gridpoints32, we have the
following relations between ε, η, and ∆S:

1-point mollification:

± ε

2
= ±K∗u− 1

u+ 1
≈ ±K∗ η

2
,

∆S = ε ≈ K∗η,
2-point mollification:

± ε

2
= ±K∗u

2 − 1

u2 + 1
≈ ±K∗η,

∆S =
ε

2
≈ K∗η,

4-point mollification:

± ε

2
= ±K∗u

4 − 1

u4 + 1
≈ ±2K∗η,

∆S =
ε

4
≈ K∗η.

Next, let y = y(x) denote a normalized payoff function. Using the scaling
parameter, ∆S, the mollified payoff, VM (S), can be expressed in terms of y(x).
The mollified payoff reads

VM (S) = ∆Sy
(S −K∗

∆S

)
.

Note that given a normalized payoff, y(x), we can easily compute the mollified
payoff, VM (S), using ∆S and K∗.

We are only considering vanilla call options in this work. Therefore, we

31Note that this is a real constant independent on the index values.
32The variable ∆S is primarily used for scaling.
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limit ourselves to state the normalized payoff function for a standard call option
(recall that every contract is associated with a unique mollified payoff function
for a given point formula). The following formula sheet (shown on the next
page) gives the 0-point-, 1-point-, 2-point-, 3-point-, and 4-point normalized
payoff functions, respectively33. Note that the 3-point mollification formula is
simply a linear combination of the 2-point and 4-point mollification formulas
over each sub-interval. Also note that by definition y ≡ 0 outside the specified
intervals.

33We have introduced the notation for 0-point mollification anywhere else in this thesis, but
it is understood that the 0-point formula is equivalent notation for no mollification.
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No mollification:

y(x) = 0, x < 0,

y(x) = 1, x ≥ 0,

1-point mollification:

y(x) = x+
1

2
, −1

2
≤ x ≤ 1

2
,

2-point mollification:

y(x) =
(1 + x)2

2
, −1 ≤ x ≤ 0,

y =
(1− x)2

2
+ 1, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1,

3-point mollification:

y(x) = (1− w)

[
(2 + x)4

4
− (2 + x)3

3

]
, −2 ≤ x ≤ −1,

y(x) = (1− w)

[
(1 + x)4

4
+

(1 + x)3

3
+

(1 + x)2

2
− 1

12

]

+ w

[
(1 + x)2

2

]
, −1 ≤ x ≤ 0,

y(x) = (1− w)

[
(1− x)4

4
− (1− x)3

3
− (1− x)2

2
+

13

12

]

+ w

[
(1− x)2

2
+ 1

]
, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1,

y(x) = (1− w)

[
(2− x)4

4
+

(2− x)3

3
+ 1

]
, 1 ≤ x ≤ 2,

where 0 ≤ w ≤ 1,

4-point mollification:

y(x) =
(2 + x)4

4
− (2 + x)3

3
, −2 ≤ x ≤ −1,

y(x) =
(1 + x)4

4
+

(1 + x)3

3
+

(1 + x)2

2
− 1

12
, −1 ≤ x ≤ 0,

y(x) =
(1− x)4

4
− (1− x)3

3
− (1− x)2

2
+

13

12
, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1,

y(x) =
(2− x)4

4
+

(2− x)3

3
+ 1, 1 ≤ x ≤ 2,

In the performance tests, 3-point mollification with w = 0.7 was always used.
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8.3 Derivation of the Local Truncation Error for the Crank-
Nicolson Method

Starting with the test equation (4.23), the Crank-Nicolson discretization in space
and time reads

(1 + r)ui+1
j − r

2
(ui+1
j+1 + ui+1

j−1) = (1− r)uij +
r

2
(uij+1 + uij−1).

Here, r := k
h2 , k := ∆t and h := ∆x, respectively. If we now replace the

approximate values of uij with the exact values, the Taylor expansion of u around
the point (ti, xj), with all terms moved to the left-hand side, becomes

(1 + r)
(
u+ kut +

1

2
k2utt +

1

6
k3uttt +

1

24
k4utttt

)

− r

2

(
u+ kut + hux +

1

2
k2utt + hkuxt +

1

2
h2uxx +

1

6
k3uttt +

1

2
k2huxtt

+
1

2
h2kuxxt +

1

6
h3uxxx

+
1

24
k4utttt +

4

24
h3kuxxxt +

6

24
h2k2kuxxtt +

4

24
k3huxttt +

1

24
h4uxxxx

)

− r

2

(
u+ kut − hux +

1

2
k2utt − hkuxt +

1

2
h2uxx +

1

6
k3uttt −

1

2
k2huxtt

+
1

2
h2kuxxt −

1

6
h3uxxx

+
1

24
k4utttt −

4

24
h3kuxxxt +

6

24
h2k2kuxxtt −

4

24
k3huxttt +

1

24
h4uxxxx

)

− (1− r)u

− r

2

(
u+ hux +

1

2
h2uxx +

1

6
h3uxxx +

1

24
h4uxxxx

)

− r

2

(
u− hux +

1

2
h2uxx −

1

6
h3uxxx +

1

24
h4uxxxx

)
+O(k5) +O(h5) = 0,

where O(k5),O(h5) incorporate all higher order terms. Canceling terms, rear-
ranging, and using that r = k

h2 , this boils down to

1

6
k3uttt+

1

24
k4utttt −

1

4
h2k2uxxtt −

1

12
kh2uxxxx +O(k5) +O(h5) = 0.

Finally, using the fact that ut = uxx, uttt = uuxxtt, and canceling all terms of
order four or more, results in the local truncation error

LTE(k, h) = − 1

12
k
(
k2uttt + h2uxxxx

)
+H.O.T. = 0.
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8.4 Deriving Higher Order Thetas

8.4.1 Deriving First Order Theta

The first order theta is defined as the first derivative of θ with respect to τ . The
first order theta is computed directly from (4.26). By differentiation and using
the relations in (4.25), the time derivative of theta is computed step by step as

∂θ

∂τ
=

∂

∂τ

( 1

2
√
τ
Sn[d1]σ + rKe−rτN [d2]

)

= − 1

4τ
√
τ
Sn[d1]σ +

1

2
√
τ
Sσ(−d1)n[d1]

∂d1
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− r2Ke−rτN [d2]

+ rKe−rτn[d2]
∂d2
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= − 1

4τ
√
τ
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1

2
√
τ
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σ2

2

) 1

σ
√
τ
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]
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σ
√
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]
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σ2

2
)

1

σ
√
τ
− d1

2τ

]
− 4rστ

√
τ
[
(r

1

σ
√
τ
− d1

2τ

])

− r2Ke−rτN [d2]

= − Sn[d1]

4στ
√
τ

(
σ2 + 2d1σ

√
τr + d1σ

2(σ
√
τ − d1)− 4τr2 + 2

√
τσrd1

)

− r2Ke−rτN [d2]

= − Sn[d1]

4στ
√
τ

(
σ2 + 4d1σ

√
τr − σ2d1d2 − 4τr2

)
− r2Ke−rτN [d2]

=
Sn[d1]

4στ
√
τ

(
σ2d1d2 − 4

√
τrσd1 + 4τr2 − σ2

)
− r2Ke−rτN [d2].

8.4.2 Deriving Second Order Theta

The second order theta is defined as the first derivative of θτ with respect to τ ,
or the second derivative of θ with respect to τ twice. Direct differentiation of
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(4.27) and application of (4.25) yields the second order theta:

∂2θ

∂τ2
=

∂

∂τ

[
Sn[d1]

4στ
√
τ

(
σ2d1d2 − 4

√
τrσd1 + 4τr2 − σ2

)
− r2Ke−rτN [d2]

]

= −3

2

Sn[d1]

4στ2
√
τ

[
σ2d1d2 − 4

√
τrσd1 + 4τr2 − σ2

]

+
Sn[d1]

4στ
√
τ

[
σ2
{∂d1

∂τ
d2 + d1

∂d2

∂τ

}

− 2σr√
τ

{
d1 + 2τ

∂d1

∂τ

}
+ 4r2

]
+ r3Ke−rτN [d2]− r2Ke−rτn[d2]

∂d2

∂τ

=
Sn[d1]

4στ
√
τ

[
− 3

2τ

{
σ2d1d2 − 4

√
τrσd1 + 4τr2 − σ2

}

+ σ2
{2rd1

σ
√
τ
− d2

1

τ
− σ2

2
− r
}

+ 2σ2r + 4r2 + 4r2

]

+ r3Ke−rτN [d2]− r2Sn[d2]
( r

σ
√
τ
− d1

2τ

)

=
Sn[d1]

4στ
√
τ

[
− 3

2τ

{
σ2d1d2 − 4

√
τrσd1 + 4τr2 − σ2

}

+ σ2
{2rd1

σ
√
τ
− d2

1

τ
− σ2

2
+ r
}

+ 8r2

]

+ r3Ke−rτN [d2]− r2Sn[d2]
( r

σ
√
τ
− d1

2τ

)
.
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